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BY GeorGia Fullerton
Suggestive urinals in Sydney’s Ananas 

Bar and Brasserie have sparked controversy 
once more following their reappearance in the 
restaurant.

The urinals, shaped as women’s red lips, 
received international attention and were 
removed last year after accusations of 
mysogyny over the concept.

“I was surprised to learn that the ‘lip urinals’ 
had been restored to that restaurant,” said 
feminist writer and former political advisor, 
Anne Summers. “I had thought the owners 
understood that they were very offensive to 
many women and had accepted that it would 
be insulting to their female customers to have 
such items in their male toilets. Apparently 
not.”

Dutch artist Meike van Schijndel designed 
the urinals, basing them on the iconic Rolling 
Stones’ lip logo. Ms Summers said the urinal 
lips have a very different connotation.

“The Stones’ logo was androgynous. The 
urinals are clearly meant to be women’s lips. 
They are bright red, clearly implying lipstick. 
Men are therefore being asked to point their 
penises at a women’s mouth in order to pee,” 
she said.

A spokesperson from Ananas said the 
majority of Sydneysiders did not take offence.

“Dutch Designer Meike van Schijndel’s 
work evokes the infamous Rolling Stone’s 
lips logo – based on Mick Jagger’s mouth 
– to introduce colour and imagination into 
the bathroom and is in her words, ‘an art 
piece with a wink to reality’. The urinals 
were reinstated after a poll of 22,000 people 
in a leading Sydney newspaper found that 
more than three-quarters felt that branding 
them as ‘offensive’ was ridiculous,” said the 

spokesperson.
“The last word is best left to van Schijndel 

herself: ‘Lighten up, it’s just a cartoonish-
looking mouth, there are worse things in the 
world to get all worked up about’.”

Misogyny has been a hot topic of 
conversation in Sydney’s public domain in 
recent times following Prime Minister Julia 
Gillard’s famous speech in parliament last 
year labelling Opposition Leader Tony Abbott 
as misogynistic.

“These urinals are only one example of 
an issue that has been escalating,” said 
Ms Summers. “They demonstrate a lack of 
sensitivity to the views of women customers 
and will certainly mean that many women will 
make sure not to patronise their place.

“What, I ask, is the female equivalent to 
this? I cannot think of one. Why is it always 
images of women in such raunchy, confronting 
‘art’? How about a little gender equivalence, or 
even equality in images in contemporary art?”

Sean Carroll, who lives near Ananas, 
believes the urinals are a harmless and 
decorative design. “I don’t believe them to be 
offensive. I think we can at times go overboard 
with political correctness in this country and 
this outcry is an example of that,” he said.

BY John GoodinG
Last week two major staff unions went on strike 

at the University of Sydney for 48 hours, sparking 
aggressive scenes on campus.

There were several controversial incidents last 
Tuesday and Wednesday, with five arrested on the 
first day. A group of protestors formed a “roving 
picket” attending lectures that were still on and 
attempted to shut them down. Associate Professor 
Timothy Schmidt accidentally spilt acid on himself 
amid the chaos when the roving picket entered his 
chemistry lecture. 

A University of Sydney spokesperson said 
Mr Schmidt was able to get immediate treatment 
and was not harmed.  Mr Schmidt himself 
characterised the incident as “very minor” and 
joked about it on Twitter, saying “reports of me 
dropping acid in a lecture are grossly exaggerated”.

In another lecture visited by the roving picket, 
a lecturer claimed that one of the protestors had 
stolen his USB stick. In the last lecture visited by 
the picket, students repeatedly chanted “get out” 
at the protestors and cheered when police forcibly 
ejected them from the room. 

On the second day protestors formed picket 
lines at two road entrances to the university and 
turned back several vehicles. As police broke 
one of these lines, a protestor attempted to place 
himself in front of the truck attempting to enter 
the grounds. The truck did not brake and the 
protestor was pushed back around 10 metres but 
fortunately was not run over.

The staff strikes is the result of deteriorating 
negotiations between the unions and university 
administration over the terms of a new enterprise 
agreement. The university has proposed a two per 
cent per year wage rise, which effectively equates 
to a pay cut as inflation is currently at 2.2 per cent. 
The unions have instead proposed a rise of seven 
per cent per year, after the previous enterprise 
agreement contained wage rises of around five per 

cent per year.
Other issues that the unions objected to are the 

proposed abolition of the Workload Allocation 
Principles. The principles stipulate 40 per cent of 
an academic’s time should be spent on research, 
40 per cent on teaching, and 20 per cent on 
community involvement and administration. 
Concerns have also arisen over the increasing 
number of casual and fixed-term positions.

In an email sent to all students prior to the strike 
in week one, Sydney University Vice-Chancellor 
Michael Spence said that a wage rise of seven per 
cent was untenable. “We believe that staff deserve 
a pay increase, but we simply can’t afford that 
much,” he said.

“Government funding of higher education is 
not going to increase, and so our only options 
would be to increase revenue by enrolling many 
more students or to reduce costs radically. Both 
options would harm the 
quality of your education.”

Michael Thomson, 
President of the Sydney 
University National Tertiary 
Education Union (NTEU) 
branch, said pay was only 
one of the issues raised by 
the unions. “As with all 
enterprise agreements, we’ll 
look at everything when 
it comes down to whether 
we’re prepared to agree or 
not,” he said.

Mr Thomson said the 
NTEU were not involved 
with the roving picket, 
but that the anger of the 
student protestors was 
understandable.

Both sides accused 
the other of failing to 

compromise in negotiations.
Student reaction to the strike and protest was 

mixed. The roving picket was generally unpopular 
with the students whose lectures were interrupted. 
“I’m trying to get an education, and these guys 
fucking come in here and ruin it,” said one student.

Another student, Max, said he supported the 
strike but thought the roving picket was ultimately 
not a good idea. “The way it was done was chaotic 
and frenzied … students were either confused or 
angered,” he said.

“I saw quite a few students have genuine 
conversations with activists … but I have to admit 
generally the tactic appears to have been counter-
productive.”

After striking for 24 hours in the first week of 
semester, the NTEU and the Community and 
Public Sector Union voted to strike again in week 
four. The strikes were supported by students and 
various political groups.

University strikes turn acidic 
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BY Jonathan MiMo
While the State Government’s $2.5 billion overhaul 

of the Darling Harbour precinct moved a step closer 
last week, concerns have been raised about Lend 
Lease’s increasing control over the city’s development. 

Lend Lease is contracted for the majority of big 
ticket developments around Sydney Harbour. This 
includes the development of Barangaroo, developing 
Darling Harbour’s new 900-room hotel and the 
building of up to 1,300 apartments. A planning 
application for the Darling Harbour makeover was 
lodged with the Department of Planning last week.

City of Sydney Councillor John Mant, a leading 
expert on planning systems and local government 
management, believes the Darling Harbour precinct 
will become monopolised and shut out retail 
opportunities for smaller businesses.

“If you set up a development corporation and give 
them a slice of government land, almost inevitably you 
finish up with a shopping centre and a wall around it 
[or an] office park and a food court,” he said.

Lend Lease’s heavy involvement around Sydney’s 
CBD has raised concerns a lack of diversity in the 
retail sector will minimise any healthy competition.

“That’s why King St Newtown is interesting, 

because it has a whole lot of little landlords and 
retailers competing with each other,” said Mr Mant. 
“You don’t get that in a shopping centre and you won’t 
get that at Lend Lease’s part of the city no matter how 
nicely they do the design.”

Councillor Angela Vithoulkas supported Mr Mant’s 
sentiments, opining she is “concerned that the State 
Government didn’t consider spreading the risk by 
involving a different developer since Lend Lease are 
already involved with Barangaroo”.

“Sydney deserves a six-star result in every way. In 
the end I hope the right company has been selected for 
this project and can deliver what Sydney and Darling 
Harbour deserves,” she said.

Despite Mr Mant’s concerns over a lack of diversity, 
he does not believe Lend Lease are altogether a “bad 
choice”.

“If you have to have someone controlling it all … 
they (Lend Lease) are not a bad choice. They are a 
company that does understand something about urban 
design and are making a real effort in those constraints 
to connect Chinatown and Haymarket and to make 
public strips and city-type developments,” he said.

Lend Lease is currently trying to find an investor 
and operator for its 900-room hotel by mid-year to 
ensure the project is fully completed by 2016 and 
applications are lodged in time. The hotel is expected 
to be one of Australia’s largest upon completion.  

The State Government has partnered with Darling 
Harbour Live - a consortium led by Lend Lease and 
including Capella Capital, AEG Ogden and Spotless 
Facilities Services - for the overall development of the 
precinct.

Executive Director of the Sydney Business 
Chamber, Patricia Forsythe believes the NSW 
Government’s overhaul of the city will revitalise 
Sydney.

“Taken together with the development of 
Barangaroo, the western edge of Sydney Harbour will 
emerge as an exciting precinct worthy of Sydney as a 
global city,” she said.

Lend Lease taking control of city Lips aren’t sealed over “misogynist” urinals
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Police arresting a student protestor at sydney University last week

The controversial ‘lip-shaped’ urinals
An artist’s impression of the redeveloped public domain
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By FABIAN DI LIzIA
Members of inner Sydney’s business and heritage 

communities have voiced opposition to the City of Sydney 
Council’s food trucks policy.

Food trucks have been operating since December 2012 with 
eight trucks currently plying their trade in the City of Sydney 
LGA. The trucks park and sell food in any legal car space 
for no longer than four hours, and must not set up within 50 
metres of a comparable food business.

While the Restaurant and Catering Industry Association 
of Australia has supported the policy, business owners have 
voiced their widespread disapproal. A petition has started and 
comprises approximately 200 signatures.

Sue Ritchie, Vice-President of the Darlinghurst and Surry 
Hills Business Partnership, expressed her concern over the 
impact of food trucks on local business.

“They have very small costs and can set up business 
[as] cheaply as they like, without the need to pay rent or 
rates,” she said. Ms Ritchie said this would place established 
businesses at an unfair competitive disadvantage.

Adrian Bartels, Chair of the Potts Point Partnership said the 
policy was “unfair” for surrounding businesses.

“[Food trucks] have an unfair trading advantage of lower 
costs, fewer approvals … and the ability to move locations to 
avoid complaints. These mobile food vending machines take 
out of the community but do not put anything back in,” he 
said.

However, a Council spokesperson replied by stating there 
are many costs for food trucks totalling around $250,000. 
Council’s stance is that food trucks add to the options for 
local consumers, especially late at night.

“[Food trucks] are innovative new businesses that add a 
new layer of economic activity to the city and bring new food 
options,” said the spokesperson.

Food trucks can operate until 1am on Friday and Saturday 
night. Council is hoping the move helps facilitate growth of 
the late-night economy.

But Ms Ritchie said Council was contradicting itself. “If 
Council claims that food trucks add something at night, that 
is totally contrary to what they are telling business operators 
about night-time trading. They are telling us to vacate the 

streets at night and bring our chairs in. Why should other 
businesses be allowed to come in?” she said.

The City of Sydney spokesperson highlighted that 
food trucks are not permitted to trade within 50 metres of 
similar businesses. “The trucks operate under strict permit 
conditions,” said the spokesperson. Moreover, they are not 
permitted to trade on Darlinghurst Rd between Oxford and 
William Streets.

Nonetheless, Darlinghurst business proprietor Rebecca 
Goldsworthy said the regulations did not go far enough. “50 
metres for small businesses is insufficient and will provide 
a direct line of sight and is within three minutes’ walk from 
another location,” she said.

Some residents and businesses are suggesting that food 
trucks have the potential to create parking and congestion 
issues.

“There are clearly logistical issues that will arise,” said the 
President of the Darlinghurst Residents Action Group, Jo 
Holder. “You will have long vehicles parking in residential 
spots, which are very hard to come by already.”

President of the Potts Point and Kings Cross Heritage 
Conservation Society, Andrew Woodhouse raised several 
issues of residential amenity brought about by food trucks. 
“These trucks will steal resident car-parks that are often paid 
for. All this means more noise and public nuisance,” he said.

Food trucks take away local business?

BY Peter haCkneY
 State Member for Sydney 

Alex Greenwich has vigorously 
rejected allegations by gay rights 
group Community Action Against 
Homophobia (CAAH) that he is siding 
with police on claims of police brutality 
at this year’s Sydney Mardi Gras.

As reported last week, CAAH 
representatives have asserted that 
the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi 
Gras committee, GLBTI health and 
wellbeing group ACON, the NSW 
Gay and Lesbian Rights Lobby, and 
Mr Greenwich have failed to support 
calls for an external, independent 
investigation into alleged police 
brutality at this year’s Mardi Gras 
Festival.

Internal police investigations are 
currently underway into three separate 
instances of alleged police brutality, 
which drew worldwide publicity when 
footage of one incident, concerning 
18-year-old Jamie Jackson, went viral 
on youTube. 

However, Mr Greenwich said 
this week he does in fact support a 
comprehensive external investigation 
into the incidents, and that his tacit 
support for the internal investigations 
relate to the absence of an 
independent body to conduct inquiries 
into the NSW Police Force.

The establishment of such a body 
to conduct independent investigations 
was vital, he said. 

“I support a full and thorough 
independent external investigation into 

Greenwich rejects ‘siding with 
police’ claims

An Agape food truck
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these instances,” Mr Greenwich said.
“Because such a body that could 

conduct this investigation does not 
currently exist, I will continue to 
campaign for one.”

Mr Greenwich accused CAAH of 
misrepresenting him, claiming he had 
repeatedly told the organisation he 
supported an external investigation.

“I have made it very clear to them 
on multiple occasions that I support 
a full, thorough independent external 
investigation and will campaign for 
the creation of such a body,” said Mr 
Greenwich.

“My focus from the moment I saw 
the distressing footage was to seek 
justice for those involved through any 
option possible, and to campaign 
for additional options, including an 
independent external investigation, 
to ensure community confidence in 
policing is restored and strengthened.”

Mr Greenwich’s comments come 
as 32-year-old Bryn Hutchinson – one 
of the three alleged victims of police 
brutality – is due to face court on 
charges of assaulting police.

Mr Hutchinson will appear in the 
Downing Centre District Court at 9am 
this Friday, April 5.

CAHH will hold a rally outside the 
hearing, calling on police to drop all 
charges against Mr Hutchinson.

The event follows last month’s 
CAAH-organised rally against 
police brutality at Taylor Square, in 
the heart of Sydney’s gay district, 
which attracted an estimated 2000 
participants. 
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news in brieF
Whitlam Square 
commemoration gets 
go-ahead
City of Sydney Councillor 
Linda Scott has secured 
an agreement from other 
councillors to recognise 
the contributions of former 
Australian Prime Minister 
Gough Whitlam, “within 
or close to the square 
bearing his name”. At the 
March 25 Council meeting, 
councillors unanimously 
agreed to Ms Scott’s 
proposal, which will see the 
square at the intersection 
of Oxford, Liverpool and 
College Streets rejuvenated, 
and some form of signage 
or commemoration of 
Mr Whitlam installed. 
“Gough’s contribution to 
public life and the pursuit 
of social justice cannot be 
overstated. I am glad my 
colleagues were unanimous 
in support for my proposal 
to commemorate this record 
at Whitlam Square,” said Ms 
Scott.

Waverley DAs go 
electronic
Waverley Municipal Council 
has received funding from 
the NSW Government to 
participate in the Electronic 
Housing Code Project, 
to allow residents and 
developers to lodge building 
and development applications 
(DAs) online. The Council 
received $30,000 from the 

State Government, which 
will be used to implement 
the online infrastructure by 
mid-2013. Waverley Mayor 
Sally Betts said Council 
was “proud of this great 
improvement project” to 
give greater flexibility in 
lodging and tracking DAs. 
The move follows an initiative 
by Randwick City Council 
last year, which saw online 
DAs introduced for Randwick 
residents.

GetUp gives birth to 
Get Together
Eight residents from Glebe, 
Annandale and Camperdown, 
who had never met before, 
have come together for an 
initiative developed by activist 
group GetUp, called ‘Get 
Together’. The inner west 
Get Together, held on March 
21 over pizza, wine and 
cake, was one of many held 
around Australia to discuss 
the nation’s most pressing 
problems and support a 
people-powered agenda 
for the upcoming Federal 
Election. Organiser Kara 
Beavis said: “It was such a 
great experience to meet with 
people in my neighborhood 
who want to build a better 
future. We call on [political 
parties] to pay urgent 
attention to our international 
human rights obligations and 
reputation, to ensure media 
diversity and accountability, 
and ‘de-friend’ the mining 
industry.”

By PETER HACKNEy
A handmade cedar coffin 

from underneath Town 
Hall – the site of Sydney’s 
first official cemetery – is 
one of dozens of obscure 
objects, hidden secrets and 
fascinating stories shared in 
a new exhibition hosted by 
the Museum of Sydney.

Presented in conjunction 
with the Historic Houses 
Trust of NSW, the Public 
Sydney: stop, look, live! 
exhibition features objects, 
drawings, photos, videos 
and stories relating to five 
of the Harbour City’s most 
important public sites.

Bennelong Point (the 
home of the Sydney Opera 
House), Central Railway 
Station, Hyde Park, Town 
Hall and the Museum 
of Sydney itself (the site 
of our first Government 
House) are the focus of the 
exhibition, which opened 
to the public on Easter 
Saturday.

Highlights of the 
exhibition include the 
original hands from Central 
Station’s clock tower, 
phtographs of corporate 
ping-pong players at Darling 
Quarter, and images of flair 
bartenders who practice 
their skills in Hyde Park.

Historic Houses Trust 

director Kate Clark 
said the plan was to get 
Sydneysiders thinking about 
what goes on in our civic 
spaces.

“All too often, when we 
are passing through the city, 
we forget to look up, look 
around and take in what’s 
happening in our public 
spaces,” said Ms Clark.

“Public Sydney: stop, 
look, live! celebrates life in 
Sydney today, its historic 
landmarks and residents,” 
she said. 

“We welcome you to a 
never seen before expose on 
Sydney’s hidden treasures 
and surprises, and there is 
no better location to share 
Sydney’s living history than 
the Museum of Sydney, in 
the heart of the City.”

Ms Clark said inspiration 
for the exhibition came 
from the Historic Houses 
Trust’s involvement in a 
new book, Public Sydney: 
Drawing the City, by 
local architects Peter John 
Cantrill and Philip Thalis, 
which is published this 
month. 

The exhibition will 
continue until September. 
Visit www.hht.net.au for 
more information. 

By TOM NEALE
A mooted skyscraper for 115 Bathurst 

St, slated to be Sydney’s tallest building, 
has attracted controversy for contravening 
the City of Sydney’s 235-metre height 
limit.

The 240-metre skyscraper is planned by 
Chinese developer Shanghai Greenland 
Group, and would be a mixed use 
development with retail, office and 
residential space. 

City of Sydney Councillor, Angela 
Vithoulkas, said the height implications of 
the large skyscraper have to been carefully 
considered.

“Where there are such tall 
developments, it is often that the 
environmental footprint needs to be of 
central consideration, balanced with 
the needs of the existing residential 
environment,” she said.

“If you have large buildings obscuring 
views or creating shadows, there needs 
to be consideration and an analysis 
of the benefits and the costs of the 
development as a whole, not just the 
proposed development. We need buildings 
which, on the one hand, ensure economic 
growth, and on the other [provide high] 
quality public space and amenity for the 
community”. 

The process of constructing the 
skyscraper may be a more pressing 
issue. There is no clear timetable for 
development.

A spokesperson for the City of Sydney 
said they have not yet received a DA. 

“The City of Sydney considers 
development applications on a case by 

new exhibition
shares sydney’s secrets

Planned skyscraper exceeds 
height limit case basis and work with the applicant 

to get the best outcome for the whole 
community,” they said. 

“The City has yet to receive and exhibit 
a DA from the Shanghai Greenland 
Group”.

The skyscraper would be the tallest 
building in Sydney, eclipsing the nearby, 
230-metre tall ‘World Tower’. Sydney 
Tower soars to 309 metres but is officially 
considered an observation tower, not a 
habitable building. 

An artist’s impression of 115 Bathurst St
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BY Pat GriFFithS
The rejection of a development application 

(DA) for Rose Bay Marina has locals optimistic 
after an enduring dispute with developers. 

The March 20 judgement by the Land and 
Environment Court is the third rejection of 
extensive enlargement plans from developer 
Addenbrooke Properties in the last five years.

State MP for Vaucluse Gabrielle Upton has 
campaigned with locals, petitioning parliament 
to reject the application after the developer 
appealed unsuccessfully to the Eastern Joint 
Regional Planning Committee.

“In terms of that application … which the 
community and myself are opposed to, that’s the 
end of the line for that proposal - the red light,” 
she said.

“The community concerns have been 
strong. It’s been a very big teamwork exercise 
both to make those views known to the State 
Government and the local Council.”

The DA sought to add nine new berths to the 
existing arm A of the marina, with the addition 
of a new arm C with room to accommodate 37 
vessels. 

But only a limited expansion of arm A was 
approved, and the developers have been asked 
to provide a revised plan for the marina this April.

Community concerns over the DA have 
stressed the obstruction of the Rose Bay vista, 
public access and increased maritime traffic.

Rose Bay Residents Association Vice-
President Maureen Clark lobbied against the 
development and is hopeful that the latest victory 
for locals is conclusive.

“We would have lost our beautiful views. 
We have all these people coming from all over 
Sydney to walk along our beautiful promenade. 
The mega-marinas, the mega-boats and mega-
rich ... what right have they to restrict our views? I 
think this is going to be the last time,” she said.

However, public benefits listed on the Rose 
Bay Marina website state the redevelopment will 
provide an environmentally-friendly facility, in 
addition to an extension of the promenade along 
the main marina arms and increased boating 
options.

Greens MP David Shoebridge said the DA 
threatened to turn the bay into a “boat storage 
place”. 

“This would have been one step down the road 
of turning Rose Bay into Rushcutters Bay and 
effectively a boat storage place on the harbour, 
rather than a beautiful open bay for everyone to 
enjoy,” he said.

Mr Shoebridge criticised the State Government 
for prioritising private development over public 
interest on the harbour. He said the move 
stemmed from the legacy of controversial former 
NSW Ports and Waterways Minister Joe Tripodi.

“Locals must be just tearing their hair out … 
every time they think they’ve saved Rose Bay 
they’re faced with yet another application from 
the marina developers, and a complicit State 
Government that lets it happen,” Mr Shoebridge 
said.

Addenbrooke Properties and Rose Bay Marina 
were contacted for comment but did not respond 
by deadline.

rose bay Marina DA rejected
BY daniel PaPernY

Waverley Council aims to 
breathe fresh air into the historic 
walls of the Bondi Pavilion, 
with reports of a draft plan of 
management set to be released next 
month.

In 1995 a plan of management 
was created for Bondi Park and 
Pavilion by Council to meet the 
future needs of the community, 
local businesses and visitors to 
the area. Built in 1928, the Bondi 
Pavilion is a crucial part of this 
plan. Recognised by the Australian 
National Trust as a structure of 
historical character, the pavilion has 
come to represent “the Australian 
culture of beach bathing and outdoor living”.

But heritage consultant and architect, James 
Phillips said the Bondi Pavilion is like an old ship that 
is starting to appear run down and is in need of an 
overhaul.

“It’s a building, from my heritage perspective, 
that’s quite capable of change and quite capable of 
coping with it. It needs to change because Bondi has 
evolved over the [last] 30 years,” he said.

Speaking at a public forum held at the Bondi 
Pavilion Theatre last December, Mr Phillips argued 
the main issue with the pavilion in its current state is a 
lack of direction.

“We’ve got to recognise that [it’s going to continue 
to evolve] and the worst thing you could do is put a 
dead hand to heritage over a building that needs to 
[adapt], and respond to the people who are using it,” 
he said.

Director of Flickerfest Bronwyn Kidd said the 
pavilion needs to realise its potential as a multipurpose 
entertainment hub for the community. Flickerfest is 
an annual film festival held at the pavilion.

“Having a fantastic community arts venue like the 
Bondi Pavilion - situated where it is on the beach - is 

crucial for the community. Flickerfest has been at the 
Bondi Pavilion now for 18 years. It’s provided a really 
crucial home allowing groups such as ourselves to put 
on events in the community ... it really does have an 
[important] place in the heart of Bondi for culture,” 
she said.

Mr Phillips said the pavilion needed to be 
reinvigorated by opening up the venue from both 
sides so it could be a focal point for visitors to the 
beach.

“Bondi has a fantastic resonance with all of 
Australia because it encapsulates the way we’d like 
to project ourselves to the world: as outdoor, sun-
loving people and members of a vibrant nation. The 
building should be the entry point to the beach, but 
people now just walk around it. Opening it up is just 
the starting point,” he said.

The Bondi Beach, Park and Pavilion Plan 
of Management 2013-2023 is a strategic plan 
concentrated on understanding the ways Bondi is 
used by residents, local groups and businesses. A draft 
plan of management and community consultation 
report is expected to be released at the beginning of 
May.

Mighty plans for bondi Pavilion

Rose Bay Marina

Bondi Pavilion
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BY niCk PoSSuM
Sensible people stay in town for Easter. It’s 

best to avoid from the madness that is the flight 
from Sydney to snatch a few neurotically short 
days by the sea and then it usually rains. Long 
experience told me it would be far more relaxing 
hanging around in tthe Brushtail Cafe talking 
about Eddie Obeid’s troubles and the Cyprus 
bank crisis.

“The GFC … they’re now calling it the Great 
Recession”, said Joadja, wiping down the bar. 
“It’s gone on now for five years and more, and 
there’s really no sign of an end. And after the 
Cyrpus meltdown, there’s this sense that the 
whole thing might get deeper. Spooky”.

“Maybe it isn’t just a recession or even a 
depression”, Tarkis mused. “Maybe it’s some 
whole new phase the world’s economy isn’t 
going to bounce out of. Maybe 2007 was 
as good as it gets”. Tarkis, of course, was in 

advertising.
“Good? Good?” Joadja exploded. “All 

the environmental rape that led up to it. All 
that accumulation of ‘stuff’. All that planned 
obsolescence. All those mountains of landfill. 
All that frenzied packing of more and more into 
each day”.

“If it is a whole new phase, what happened? 
Too much cheap credit?”

Old Possum stirred from his habitual stool at 
the bar. “Nah, not for my money. Energy is the 
decisive factor. We couldn’t have collectively 
expanded the world economy at breakneck 
speed unless there was an abundance of cheap 
energy. No cheap energy, no cheap food. Do 
you think world population could have gone 
through the roof like it did in the 20th century 
without cheap oil and the Fordson tractor? 
Without the Fordson – and its later rivals – there 
couldn’t have been enough food.”

“The what?”
“The Fordson Tractor. It was Henry Ford’s 

agricultural equivalent of the Model T Ford. 
World’s first lightweight affordable petroleum 
workhorse. Came on the market in 1917. 
Combined with the petrol truck, it opened up 
vast areas of the US, Canada, Australia and 
the Soviet Union to wheat production. Do 
you remember the tractors that were such 
a feature of hokey old Soviet movies about 
tractor mechanics and sturdy women collective 
farmers? They were Ford tractors built in the 
USSR under licence.

“And now we’re in the declining phase of the 
oil age. The signs are everywhere. Did you see 
they’ve cancelled the Australian Motor Show. It 
was to have been held in June in Melbourne. 
The manufacturers don’t have the money to go, 

and anyway, attendances are dwinding.
“Last year’s show, which was held in Sydney 

under an agreement where Sydney and 
Melbourne host the event alternately, was a 
disaster – only 135,000 people attended. To put 
that in perspective, 250,000 attended in 1998.

“And there’s an interesting contrast here with 
the Australian Bicycle Show, which is held in 
Melbourne in October. The 2012 show attracted 
8,350 visitors. That’s only six per cent of the 
attendance at the 2012 Sydney Motor Show, but 
the bike industry show got more than double the 
number of visitors they’d had the year before.

“So things are heading up for cycling. Of 
course, it’s off a low base, as the statisticians 
say, but hey, what if that annual doubling in the 
show’s popularity keeps going?”

Old paused to take a swig of his cider but 
Tarkis (who was always 
rabidly interested in market 
trends) whipped out his 
iPhone and started tapping 
away on the calculator. “If it 
keeps growing like that, by 
2016 it will be right up there 
with the last Sydney Motor 
Show”, he announced.

“That’s amazing!”
“Sure is, but then bikes 

have been outselling cars 
since 2002. And in tce of the 
slowing economy they’ve 
bucked the downward trend 
in consumer spending. Did 
you know half of all Australian 
homes have at least one 
bicycle?”

“Great. If we can overcome 

the pollies’ fear of that idiot Alan Jones, and 
get a bit more safe cycling infrastructure in 
place, we’ll have another hundred thousand 
commuters cycling right to work … or at least to 
the station.”

Tarkis hadn’t finished. “But guys, woohoo! 
Great News! The International Air Transport 
Association says things are looking up. They 
expect the international airline industry’s 
profitability will increase to all of 1.6 per cent 
this year and the industry’s total profit might be 
$10.6 billion. Unfortunately costs have increased 
by $9 to $10 billion, and most of that is fuel. The 
Asia Pacific Region is the only bright spot. Net 
profit is expected to be a scratch over $4 billion.”

“Gee, that doesn’t sound too good.”
“Well, it’s about half the annual NSW 

education budget … or a third of the estimated 
cost of Nick Greiner’s WestConnex fantasy. Not 
too impressive, eh.”

Cheap energy economy running out of gas

A 1921 Fordson tractor
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BY PETER HACKNEy
The redevelopment of Prince Alfred Park 

Pool is running hopelessly behind schedule 
due to ongoing, seemingly intractable disputes 
between the City of Sydney Council and the 
project’s builders, City Hub can exclusively 
reveal.

Prompted by reports that the pool’s opening 
has been pushed back yet again to July, a 
City Hub investigation has found the project 
has been repeatedly held up due to financial 
disagreements between the City of Sydney and 
the contractor, Walton Construction.

Sources inside Town Hall have confirmed 
on condition of anonymity that Walton 
Construction has stopped work on the project 
numerous times, seeking more money from 
the City over and above the agreed “progress 
payments”, citing “unforeseen construction 
costs”.

The company has claimed a 
litany of unexpected costs relating 
to issues such as excavation, soil 
stability, site contamination, wet 
ground and water leaks.

Last year, the City refused to 
pay any further costs, prompting 
the company to successfully sue the 
City for an undetermined amount, 
believed to be up to $2.5 million, 
with construction ceasing as 
lawyers for both sides battled it out.

News of the situation was 
suppressed, with the contract 
subject to strict confidentiality 
provisions, keeping ratepayers and 
the media in the dark.

City Hub understands the 
project has once again stalled, 
despite the pool being filled with 
water and even lane ropes put in 

place. 
Relatively minor issues relating to the shell 

of the pool and the water balance are yet to be 
resolved, with the contractors seeking more 
money from the City to rectify them.

The new stalemate means an Occupation 
Certificate cannot be obtained, and the pool 
cannot legally open to the public. 

The City has pushed the opening date back 
yet again, in a bid to buy time to resolve the 
impasse.

Sydney Lord Mayor Clover Moore is citing 
finishing touches and cleaning for the latest 
delay.

“Final works are currently underway and 
include fence and security systems, shade 
structure, soft-fall play equipment, signage, 
joinery in administration areas, landscape 
works, mechanical works, commissioning of 
equipment and final cleaning,” said Ms Moore.

“The city’s pool operations contractor 
is also on standby, ready to take over … as 
soon as the final works are complete, which is 
expected to be in mid-2013.”

The Lord Mayor and the other nine 
councillors are prevented by the contract’s 
confidentiality clauses from discussing the real 
reasons behind the delay.

Ms Moore is said to be furious with the 
contractors, however several sources at Town 
Hall criticised the Lord Mayor herself for 
signing off on a contract that allegedly favours 
the builders.

“This contract should never have been 
signed,” said one source.

“It’s all weighted in favour of the builder. 
The City is at their mercy – they can pretty 
much claim any extra construction costs they 
like and we just have to wear it.”

Another source said the City should have 
broken the contract and found a 
new builder “long ago”.

“But that would have cost even 
more money and the true nature 
of the City’s ineptitude would be 
exposed to the public.”

The City of Sydney first 
announced plans to redevelop 
Prince Alfred Park Pool in 2005. 

The old pool closed in April 
2008 and was originally slated to 
re-open in 2010. 

Revised opening dates of 
November 2011, July 2012, 
December 2012 and March 
2013 have come and gone, while 
the budget ballooned from $10 
million to $18 million. 

Walton Construction could 
not be reached for comment by 
deadline.

revealed: the truth about Prince Alfred Park Pool

Prince Alfred Park Pool on March 20
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By Alex Harmon
The Belgian-born artisan bakers sprang up around 
Sydney after taking off worldwide, but the Double 
Bay joint is special – it’s the only one serving dinner.  
You can tell Head Chef Vincent Girardin is proud to 
show off his wintery fare after sundown (lunch time 
is “full of prams” he confesses). Girardin’s recipes 
are steeped in history, like succulent Beef Cheeks 
($22) served with rocket and cubes of golden 
polenta. As the name suggests (literally: ‘the daily 
bread’) their loaves are special, and our basket of 
mixed bread quickly disappears, especially the crusty 
baguette à’l’ancienne smeared in butter and dipped 
in Vegetable Ratatouille ($13). This is a chunky stew, 
very inviting and served like it belongs in a French 
farmhouse. Coq Au Vin ($25) is a house favourite 
and obviously cooked to perfection; the red wine is 
subtle and chunks of succulent meat and onion melt 
in your mouth. Walnut Bread with Melted Brie ($15) 
lives up to expectations – it tastes even better than 
it sounds – sprinkled with sun-dried tomatoes and 
sesame seeds. A Tiramisu Mousse ($6.50) is a light 

alternative for dessert after being weighed down by 
carbs and stews. With winter is on its way, this place 
will do superbly.  
15 Knox Street, Double Bay (02) 9328 5542 
lepainquotidien.com.au
Bakery $-$$

EASTERN SUBURBS 

Watsons Bay Hotel 
A million dollar harbour view, staff in 
cute sailor outfits, beach umbrellas 
more colourful than a Ken Done 
calendar this venue is worthwhile for 
DJs, Sunday Sessions cocktail carafes 
and boozy sunsets. In the food stakes 
the Hummus and Turkish Bread 
($18) was average and certainly 
overpriced; while the Watto Beef 
Burger ($20) was takeaway joint 
quality - not to say it wasn’t tasty 
with garlic aioli and jalapenos. The 
Salmon Cutlet ($26) with citrus and 
radish salad was the winner, though 
Pumpkin and Chickpea Salad ($20) 
had layers of flavour.  A few glasses 
of Devil’s Corner Sparkling ($32/

bottle) later, gazing over the harbour 
I mused I’d return for drinks.
1 Military Road, Watsons Bay (02) 
9337 5444 watsonsbayhotel.com.au 
Pub Bistro $$
Claude’s
Mention Claude’s you’re likely 
to hear: “I’ve always wanted to 
eat there…” The fourth chef in 
the restaurant’s thirty-six year 
history, Chui Lee Luk, has shifted 
fine dining upstairs and opened 
a casual, affordable eatery/wine 
bar downstairs! Five star French 
technique is turned into sliders like 
the Pig Face Roll ($12/2) boasting 
unctuous pork jowl and black fungus 
relish. Or there are simple Pickles 
($6) and the airiest Double Baked 
Gruyère Soufflé ($22) you’re ever 

likely to meet! Heady Asian flavours 
headline in ultra-smooth Chicken 
Liver Parfait with Achar Relish ($9) 
and Fried Chook ($16) tamed by 
cashew and curry leaf, good with 
the pretty Spanish 2010 Calvente 
Guindalera ($14).
10 Oxford Street, Woollahra 
(02) 9331 2325 claudes.com.au 
Bar, Bar Food, Modern French $$-$$$
P.J. Gallagher’s 
The clientele at this Entertainment 
Quarter hotspot changes 
dramatically depending upon which 
band is checking in. That’s the 
beauty of this Irish bar: it’s not just 
frequented by the Irish. Outdoor 
dining under the trees is great for 
a pub meal with a Celtic twist. The 
red-haired Dublin-accented bar staff 

pull a mean Guinness, to accompany 
the Irish Stew ($16) of lamb and 
potatoes. Chicken Caesar Salad 
($19) is more a meal than a side; and 
Salt and Pepper Prawns ($16) are 
a refreshing change from squid. As 
you’d expect, steaks are the staple 
here, and the Scotch Fillet ($28) with 
fries is satisfying enough to get you 
through any gig. 
1 Bent Street, Moore Park 
(02) 9331 5218 pjseq.com.au
Irish, Pub Bistro $-$$

GREATER SYDNEY

Biota Dining 
Space is luxury. This restaurant, 
bar and grounds – complete with 
sculptures, kitchen garden, and 
geese – speak of bounty and plenty. 
There’s a synergy between the site, 

and what’s presented on the tables, 
starting from garden botanicals 
in a Biota Pimms Cup ($15) and 
moving on to three courses ($58/
head) from a list of minimalist 
menu descriptions. Fascinated by 
beach plants I chose Brooke Trout, 
Summer Squash, Samphire, Truffle 
Sand, Mussels. It was eclipsed 
by Beth McMillan’s wonderful 
Burrawong Duck with cauliflower, 
white raisins, pear and a flurry of 
pine needles, though my dish of 
the day ended up being a dessert 
of Sweetened Root Vegetables, 
Artichoke Ice Cream and Carrot 
Sponge.
Kangaloon Road, Bowral 
(02) 4862 2005 biotadining.com
Modern Australian $$$
Yume Sushi 
It takes a brave restaurateur to be 
the fourth Japanese restaurant to 

try the same site, but that’s what 
Hyun Cha has done. Amidst a 
garage sale chic mismatched chairs 
and repurposed wood you’ll dine 
upon many of the usual suspects 
- sushi, sashimi, Spicy Edamame 
($5.90), Tempura ($9.90/5 pieces) 
prawns and seasonal vegetables, 
and Nasu Age Den Kaku ($8.90) 
eggplant. It diverges from garden-
variety Japanese in fusion dishes 
like crisp Vietnamese inspired Rice 
Net Rolls ($7.90) and brown-rice 
sushi like Teriyaki Chicken Inside-
Out Rolls ($7.00). You can also 
find waygu in both a standout 
Wagyu Tataki Salad ($13.90) and 
in the value-packed Chirashi Don 
($15.90).
194 Victoria Road, Gladesville 
(02) 9816 5123 yumesushi.com.au
Japanese $$

$ - mains less than $15    $$ - mains between $15-$22     $$$ - mains between $22-$30     $$$$ - mains over $30

Le Pain 
Quotidien 

“I make the best tart tartin,” says Tom Rutherford. 
With a culinary pedigree as long as your arm, and a 
correspondingly excellent Tart Tartin ($14), Tom can 
rightfully command a willing audience, even in the far 
flung reaches of Palm Beach. I’d drive back, swimming 
costume firmly in hand, just for another crack at his 

Steak Tartare ($18.50) – easily one of Sydney’s best. 
Tom is an Albert Roux protégé - in fact, for three 
weeks last year, he and Albert “worked, slept and lived 
together.” After he returned, “the penny dropped” 
and this airy blue and white beachside French bistro 
is the happy lovechild. Rabbit Rillettes with Prunes 
and Melba Toasts ($18.50) illustrates the perfect 
French Aussie union, presented with both banana 
leaf and doily, and complimented by Lillet Rose ($9/
glass). Follow it with decadent Pan Seared Scallops on 
Fennel Tatin ($29.50) – Tom had to get some cream 
in there somewhere – or the slightly more sensible 
Pan Fried Sole in Nut Butter and Lemon ($29.50). 
Parisian style drinks are also on offer – the must-try 
pretty Rinquinquin de Pêche ($10) suits a rarely seen 
Baba au Rhum ($14). I advocate drinking with relative 
abandon, then ensconcing yourself in the sand for 
a few hours on nearby Palm Beach... 1 Beach Road, 
Palm Beach (02) 9974 1159 bistrorivage.com.au
French $$$

Bistro Rivage 
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The idea of eating sweetbreads and tongue 
with raisins, almonds and gingerbread has 
piqued my interest about heading back into 
Guillaume at Bennelong. Not only is it an 
exceptional iconic spot, this year they’re 
celebrating twelve years. The anniversary has 
given Guillaume Brahimi cause to go back to 
the drawing board, creating (with head chef 
Jose Silva) a new four-course/four-option 
menu of twenty dishes. Throw in a former 

Sydney Morning Herald Sommelier of the Year in the form of Chris 
Morrison, and you’ve got all the ingredients for a memorable night 
out. Save me a table…
guillaumeatbennelong.com.au

Last night I headed down to the trendy little arcade 
off Campbell Street that is home to Paperplanes. 
Both it, and nearby MissChu, were buzzing! As the 
weather gets colder, I predict it’s going to become 
the Bondi it-spot to down a steaming bowl of ramen. 
That’s mostly because your selected noodle soup 
(shoyu black, miso yellow or hot and spicy red) is 
only fifteen bucks. It’s backed up by drink specials, 
like my personal favourite TsingTao Beer for just five 
bucks, or if you want to get all classy, you can drink 
a Chee Chee Mule for ten. Head down Monday to 
Thursday to try it out…
www.paperplanesbondi.com

Two venues that are 
firmly holding onto 
the idea of the endless 
summer are North 
Bondi Italian Food and 
Neild Avenue. To help 
us all believe, they’re 
offering up four-buck 
Campari and Aperol 
cocktails with free 
snacks each Saturday 
and Sunday from 
4-6pm. They’re calling 

this happiest of happy hours the hour of the sun – Ore Del Sole. 
Dedicated to ensuring you only drink the best cocktail, I’m road 
testing this one myself on the weekend. Stay tuned…
neildavenue.com.au

Brown Sugar is a Bondi institution for a 
reason – I still remember my first bite 
of their mile-high creamy fish pie. The 
brother-sister team behind it, Neil and 
Lianne Gottheiner, are set to revolutionise 
the humble bagel sandwich in their new 
eatery: Lox Stock & Barrel. They’ll be 
dishing up Northern and Eastern European 
dishes, inspired by the delis of New York 
and London. I’ve got secret eating agent 
Alex Harmon hot on the trail, and have 
earmarked it for my own visit when they 
get their hours extended, for a dinner of 
Hungarian braised paprika chicken with 
nokedli dumplings.
loxstockandbarrel.com.au

ROCKS & CBD

Restaurant Arras
“We’re very serious about what 
goes on the plate, but we’re taking 
the piss,” says Owner/Chef Adam 
Humphrey. Expect food puns and 
sight gags (backed by impeccable 
technique) in a fun Three Course A 
La Carte ($90/head) dinner that’ll 
have you plucking heirloom carrots 
to uncover the Rabbit of Arras 
Hill. Vegetarians will enjoy multiple 
textures of potato (confit, crisped 
and melted) in one dish, enhanced 
by an indulgent pool of potato 

broth. And things only get better 
with dessert: Aww I Spilled My… 
complete with a blown sugar glass is 
one spilt Negroni that will have you 
laughing not crying! Lash out on the 
Cheese Trolley Supplement ($15/
head) it’s great!  
204 Clarence Street, Sydney
9283 1922 restaurantarras.com.au
Modern European $$$$
Ocean Room 
Time flies between Yuzu Lemon 
Mojitos ($18) and chances to eat 
Executive Chef Raita Noda’s twelve 
course Tasting Menu ($120/head). 
The moist signature Saikyo Miso 
Cod ($39) (made on Patagonian 
toothfish) was a joy to devour! 

Assemble my own sushi in Maguro 
Tartare; the sea-salt cured tuna is a 
beautiful match for the 2010 Schloss 
Gobelsburg Urgestein Riesling. 
Another tactile temptation, Dobin-
Mushi Taraba King Crab, offers 
civilised cups of dashi consommé 
plus the opportunity to delve into 
the teapot to pick clean some king 
crab. You’ll also eat Japanese comfort 
food like silky Agedashi Mapo 
Artisan Tofu during this worthwhile 
Sydney adventure.  
Ground Level, Overseas Passenger 
Terminal, The Rocks (02) 9252 9585 
oceanroomsydney.com 
Japanese $$$

FOOD NEWS 

$ - mains less than $15    $$ - mains between $15-$22     $$$ - mains between $22-$30     $$$$ - mains over $30

A late-night conversation with a Sydney taxi driver 
led me to uncover this inexpensive, lesser-known, 
ethnic eat.  It offers up a blend of Indian and Pakistani 
in a comfortable (but not too fancy) Cleveland Street 
locale. Watching them cook in the tandoor took me 
right back to childhood meals in Strathfield’s Surjits, 
where the chef would allow me to peer down into 
the hot, clay hole. However the Aftabi Tandoori Phool 
($12.90) of grilled cauliflower in garlic, ginger and 
spices that they’re cooking here was delicious (and 
totally new). I skipped traditional tandoori chook for 
the lighter and creamier Qutabi Malai Tikka ($12.90). 
It was moist and succulent, though the accompanying 
Kalonji Paratha ($3.90) and Akbari Naan ($3.50) had 
perhaps spent a moment too long in the oven – it’s 
a fine line between pleasure and something too dry 
to provide curry relief. I didn’t miss out on tandoori 
chicken entirely; the curry I selected - Nawabi Murgh 
Laveeza ($16.90) - combined it with lamb mince for a 
texturally interesting adventure. Best thing I ate was 
the Masala-e-Anarkli ($13.90) – a vibrant tomato and 
okra dish that’ll demonstrate you need more okra in 

your life. The resulting bill was more than reasonable, 
especially considering I left toting tomorrow’s 
lunch… 351-353 Cleveland Street, Surry Hills 
(02) 9319 1988 lalqila.com.au
Indian $-$$

Happy Days are here again with the retro-styled 
entrance to this venue hiding behind a take-away hot 
dog joint. I was almost fooled into thinking it was a 
new twist on fast food until the fridge door revealed 
a very cool bar in the old Mars Lounge site. The Soda 
Factory takes on the incognito chic of Stitch, Button 

and Pocket to create a venue that’s already causing 
queues on weekends – so much so management 
send out containers of the rather excellent Mac and 
Cheese ($6) to stop the queue rioting. The hot dogs 
won’t win any awards, but seem to have been designed 
by drunk people for drunk people as highly absorbent 
alcohol blotters. The Johnny Drama ($10) boasting 
beef frankfurter, bacon, sour cream, avocado and 
tomato salsa; and The Buffalo Bill Chicken Dog ($10) 
with a battered chicken frank, buffalo chicken sauce 
and cheese, rated most highly for me. Coleslaw ($5) 
also proved tasty. I loaded up on cocktails from the 
tequila-based Golden Sanchez ($19) to an even better 
Gin Jennings ($20) while my companions demolished 
an Old Fashion Lemonade Syphon ($35) aka the 
theme-appropriate replacement for jugs. When push 
comes to shove, your best doggy companion is beer - 
the Australian Brewery’s The Pilsner to be precise. 
16 Wentworth Avenue, Surry Hills (02) 8096 9120 
sodafactory.com.au
Bar, Bar Food, Cocktails  $

The Soda Factory 

Lal Qila

DARLO, KINGS X 
& SURRY HILLS

Bishop Sessa
In a summer that broke numerous 
heat records, my favourite seasonal 
dish was Paul Cooper’s pretty 
Scallop Ceviche ($18). It soothed 
with avocado, cucumber and 
creamy scallop, then surprised with 
intense ginger beer sorbet. Paul’s 
deft handling of cold dishes saw 
me revisit for Glacier 21 Toothfish 
Carpaccio ($18) and Spanner Crab 
Remoulade ($19), laid out on a 
patchwork quilt of watermelon 
prosciutto. A fan of nose-to-tail 
eating, I also enjoyed Corned Pork 
Jowl and Stuffed Tail Salad ($18) 
against on-tap Trumer Pils ($7.50). 
Beef and Bone Marrow Dumplings 
($12.50/5) eat like inner city comfort 

food; while tasty Quail and Ginger 
Steamed Buns ($14/2) fill out any 
remaining corners. 
527 Crown St Surry Hills 
(02) 8065 7223 bishopsessa.com.au
Modern Australian $$$$
Rainford Street Social 
This warmly textured dining room 
offers up a carefully considered 
dining experience; honed since they 
first opened. The smoky-sweet tang 
of a well-mixed Pineapple Negroni’s 
($16) proved the perfect foil for 
a Rainford Burger Throwdown 
($4). Those sharing should try 
the Albacore Tuna Tartare ($18), 
a pleasantly pink pile of raw fish 
you heap upon flavoursome salted 
crisps with tart bloody Mary granita. 
I appreciated a midweek bowl of 
Orecchiette, Broccoli and Chilli Basil 
($19) accompanied by the standout 

2011 Torbreck Juveniles GSM ($12/
glass) selected from their reasonably 
priced list. For dessert, a sweet (Not 
So) Eton Mess ($14) with dollops of 
yuzu curd stole my heart…
500 Crown Street, Surry Hills 
(02) 9357 2573 
rainfordstreetsocial.com.au
Modern Australian, British $$-$$$
The Bourbon
I celebrated Fat Tuesday at this 
revamped beauty, putting out big, 
fat, loud food for big, fat, loud 
people (underpinned by solid 
French technique). Get messy with 
butter-drenched Grilled Alaskan 
Crab Clusters ($19/250g) or Jumbo 
Shrimp ($24) in Creole butter so 
tasty, you’ll damn your arteries 
and demand Warm Bread ($3) and 
a Samuel Adams Noble Pils ($8). 
New Orleans staples, like Clam and 

Corn Chowder ($22) and Jambalaya 
($25), are notable for impeccably 
handled seafood, but do save room 
for dessert! I tried The Bourbon 
Tasting Plate ($30) and it’s a dead 
heat between Beignets ($12) with 
peppered strawberries, and tart Lime 
Cheese Cake ($12).
22 Darlinghurst Road, Potts Point 
(02) 9035 8888 thebourbon.com.au
Bar, American, Cocktails $$$

NEWTOWN & ENVIRONS 

The Animal 
Snaffling a table on the coveted 
balcony, I take in the streetscape 
with a little blue bottle of Keith 
Richards Coconut Incident ($18). 
The placemat-come-menu reveals 
it’s sharing dishes – a Porteño for 
poor folk, with a decidedly Greek 

twist. Which points to lamb – Coal 
Roasted Suckling Lamb ($20) to 
be exact – set off by a side of 
Watermelon, Fetta and Mint ($14).  
My companion orders the Beef Tri 
Tip Skewer ($18), which impresses 
with grilled, house-made flat bread, 
and a ripper tzatziki. It demands beer 
- a bittersweet Moylan’s Tipperary 
Pale Ale ($21/660ml) - that lasts 
through our compelling bowl of 
‘Backyard’ Lemon Roasted Spuds 
($10). 
Level 1, The Newtown Hotel, 174 
King Street, Newtown 
9557 6399 newtownhotel.com.au
Cocktails, Greek, Pub Bistro $$
(02) 9569 4938 bautruong.com.au
Vietnamese $$
Cornersmith
It’s Saturday arvo and this joint is 
pumping. A clever patron-operated 

blackboard queuing system keeps 
staff attention fixed on seated 
customers. An Iced Espresso ($3.50) 
arrives sans-frills – just ice and 
round, premium coffee. A Nectarine 
and Cinnamon Milkshake ($6) is 
served in a jam jar and summons 
memories of apple pie. Food here is 
healthy whilst staying in the realm of 
something you actually want to eat. 
Perhaps Poached Farmer Brown Eggs 
($9) with chutney and sourdough 
dressed up with Dukkah Roasted 
Eggplant, Chickpeas and Sumac 
Yoghurt ($5); or a Two Cheese and 
Zucchini Pickle Toastie ($9) - even 
better with Free Range Bresaola 
($4). 
314 Illawarra Road, Marrickville 
8065 0844 Facebook: Cornersmith
Café $
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“It can’t be corked, but it can be screwed,” quips 
Manager/Sommelier Gonzalo Burgos, as we taste 
our 2011 Domaine Daniel Dampt Petit Chablis ($67/
bottle). His face is familiar from my visit to Uncorked, 
atop The Union in North Sydney. He’s made a similar 
list here, offering interest and value at a reasonable 

city pub price-point. Chef Ronny 
Ghantous has also crossed the bridge 
to create a French-inspired, modern 
Australian collection of approachable 
pub dishes. Reluctantly (and only 
because I’ve eaten it) I forgo his 
shaved Salade au Foie Gras ($16) for 
Parfait au Porc ($15). By some strange 
coincidence, as I smear it onto toast 
with caramelised eschallots and apple 
pie filling, I locate the word ‘quenelle’ 
in the giant find-a-words decorating 
the walls. Time between courses has 
never been quite so engaging! The grill 
is put to good use with steaks like 
Le Entrecote ($26) scrubbing up well 
(though I’d exchange Café de Paris 
‘sauce’ for butter). It suits Legumes 
Verte ($8) and Paris Mash ($9); but 
so does the star of the show, the 
Collet d’Agneau ($24). Prepare to get 
stonkered by mountains of pan-seared, 

roasted lamb neck and lashings of cauliflower puree 
with a dusting of peas, micro herbs and clever quinoa 
crumbs. Yep, cheeses can wait… 
66 King Street, Sydney (02) 9262 3277 lepub.com.au
Pub Bistro, French $$

Le Pub 
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Outside The Bourbon, the restoration of 
the El Alamein fountain heralds the renewal 
of The Cross. Now a long way from those 
infamous Bourbon and Beefsteak days and 
tales of Ricky Ponting mischief, this iconic late 
night institution has had its own remake. And 
it’s classy! Yet the new design does capture 
some feel for the 70s ‘heyday’. As does the 
signature Vie Bourbon ($17) cocktail, with 
the inclusion of Midori. BAR FLY showed a 
fondness for the refreshing Saxosexy ($18): 
vodka, pomegranate liqueur, lemon juice and 
grapefruit soda – putting a few of my favourite 
things (including music and sex) in one glass. 
The spirit selection is excellent and classic 
cocktails are done well. There’s also live music, 
a great choice of beers, an excellent wine list 
by the glass and very tasty, reasonably priced 
food.
22 Darlinghurst Road, Potts Point (02) 9035 
8888 thebourbon.com.au

When the BAR FLY was a tiny tot she remembers 
her Mum drinking shandies - almost always it 
was at a quintessential Aussie BBQ. Shandies are 
making a comeback at Sweethearts, but they’re 
not the same as the (half beer, half lemonade) ones 
Mum used to drink. The three on offer here are 
mightier creatures: Sweethearts’ BBQ Shandy ($8) 
is a combo of Little Creatures Pale Ale, BBQ sauce, 
lime and ginger beer with a salt rim. Shandies, wine 
spritzers, pitchers and slushies are fitting drinks 
for the rooftop BBQ concept of this bar; coloured 
lights and wooden outdoor furniture work well 
with the coloured glass sets that accompany the 
drink jugs. Of the three pitchers on offer, our 
favourite long drink was the Hills Hoist ($30) - 
another quintessential Aussie icon. Keeping with 
the theme, the service is also laid back, Aussie 
BBQ style. 
33–37 Darlinghurst Road, Potts Point (02) 9368 7333 
sweetheartsbbq.com.au 

THE BOURBON SWEETHEARTS    

THE SPICE CELLAR 
The evolution of underground club 
Spice gives the central city a gift: a 
fusion of music, art, booze, food (if 
you need it) and a great big dose of 
all-night positive energy. Excellent 
cocktails (all $18) all round but our 
favourite is Dark and Stormy – rum 
with excellent house-made ginger 
beer.
58 Elizabeth Street, Sydney (02) 9223 
5585 thespicecellar.com.au
THE COURTYARD BAR    
The stripper poles have been 
removed but the venue is still ripe 
for some Underbelly cavorting, 

especially with a cigarette friendly 
outdoor area resplendent with 
umbrellas and wrought iron 
furniture. Top picks are the 
Raspberry Lavender Collins and 
El Mariachi (both $18), or the 5 
pitchers and 5 shots on the list. 
33 Bayswater Road, Potts Point 
thecourtyardbar.com.au
STICKY BAR 
Up the stairs, above community 
dining icon Tablefor20, the original 
small Sydney bar (six and a half 
years on) keeps coming at you - 
with flavour and fun and fabulous 
bartenders that will match you on 
shots. Ask for our own BAR FLY 

cocktail – the Sticky Bec when 
you’re there.
182 Campbell Street, Surry Hills 
(0416) 096 916 
tablefor20.blogspot.com.au
ANANAS BAR  
An art deco mirror that hangs above 
the bar displays the drink details 
and sets a scene of elegance. Though 
it’s a mixed crowd (spotted boys in 
board shorts and thongs), the coupe 
glasses and French décor keep it 
classy. Our cocktail picks: Mirabelle 
Martini ($17) and signature 
Absolutely Ananas ($15). 
18 Argyle Street, The Rocks 
02 9259 5668 ananas.com.au

BAR FLY 

PUMPHOUSE
Thunderbolt has been the beverage 
of choice at the Craft microbrewery 
supporter, Pumphouse, since it first 
opened back in 1985.  They also 
regularly feature Riverside, Holgate, 
The Little Brewing Company, 
Bridge Road, Murrays, Illawarra 
Brewing Company and bartender 
Mitch’s pick: Feral Brewery’s Hop 
Hog - voted the best craft beer in 
Australia. 
17 Little Pier Street, Darling Harbour 
02 8217 4100 pumphousebar.com.au
THE COMMONS   
Friends like to hang out in the open-
air front courtyard with its wooden 

crates: upturned as low tables and 
seats. Table service enables chitchat 
without disruption - very good 
fun. The Downstairs Bar is also a 
popular haunt with extra top shelf 
spirits and popular classic cocktails.
32 Burton Street, Darlinghurst 
02 9358 1487 thecommons.com.au
BLACK PENNY 
With a locals-first philosophy, Black 
Penny sources its alcohol from 
boutique as well as larger producers. 
Top picks from the 7 Deadly Sins 
cocktail list are Lust and Sloth. 
We also vote for cocktail Sin City 
and the back bar art gallery, which 
provides a platform for local and 

emerging artists. 
648 Bourke Street, Surry Hills 02 9319 
5061 blackpenny.com.au
THE SODA FACTORY  
Once through the secret Coke 
machine entrance, say yay to paper 
straws which scream the namesake 
soda theme, to friendly staff and 
polka dots. The boozy soda syphon 
serves up share cocktails – with 12 
varieties per night. The hot dogs 
aren’t half bad either. This place 
looks set to be an amazing music 
venue. 
16 Wentworth Ave, Surry Hills 02 8096 
9120 facebook.com/thesodafactory 

By Rebecca Varidel
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The wonderful story of Don Quixote 
has been chosen as the first production 
of the year for the Australian Ballet. 
Set against the backdrop of rural 
Spain, the stunning performance, 
which includes some of ballet’s most 
spectacular variations, tells the story 
of Kitri, who is on the run from an 
arranged marriage. She is joined on 
her journey by her penniless lover, 
the barber Basilio, and, of course the 
Don – a character who has entertained 
generation after generation through 
every possible medium.
Two rising stars of the international 
ballet circuit, Elisa Badenes and Daniel 
Camargo from the Stuttgart Ballet 
star in the roles of Kitri and Basilio 

respectively.
“Kitri is a fiery, passionate woman, 
caught in a love triangle,” Badenes 
says of the character she is incredibly 
excited to take on for the second 
time, after a successful season in 2007. 
“When I was younger, I could tell the 
story, but couldn’t see the depth of 
the character. This time I can add that 
depth of character to get the best 
possible performance.”
For Badenes, the ballet is a joy to watch 
and perform. “It’s a comedy ballet. Fun-
filled, full of energy and full of passion,” 
she said. (LZ)
Apr 5-24, Joan Sutherland Theatre, 
Sydney Opera House, $34-222, 02 
9250 7777, sydneyoperahouse.com

When Manuela finds 
herself in a strange 
universe called Macondo, 
two women become her 
shamanic guides. They 
chain-smoke relentlessly 
and magic follows them 
wherever they go, but the 
three women have a big 
task ahead of them - to 
find a mysterious man by 
the name of Moustachio.
“For us it’s about falling 
whether that’s falling in 
love or falling to earth,” 
explains Alicia Gonzales, 
the show’s creator and 
producer. “It’s a bit mad and 
imaginative – quite visual 
theatre. It’s magical realism 
meets puppetry meets live 
music meets good old-
fashioned choreography.”
This brand new work was 
inspired by a 96-word 
micro story by Gabriel 
Garcia Marquez. “I’ve 
always felt connected to 
his writing. There’s almost 
a nostalgia I enjoy. It’s 
dark and deep,” she says 
laughing.
The show is part of Old 505’s development 
series and audiences are invited to stay and 
provide feedback afterwards
“It’s a creative pressure cooker. We don’t 
have a director and work in a way where we 

collaborate,” she continues. “It’s a good break 
from watching reality TV and instead play with 
our imaginations.” (ES)
Apr 11-21, Old 505 Theatre, Suite 505, 
342 Elizabeth Street, Surry Hills, $15-20, 
trybooking.com

Paul Foot has had to make some serious 
sacrifices in order to bring us mere earth-
dwellers the ‘madness’ within his latest homage 
to humour, Kenny Larch Is Dead.
“I am from a faraway galaxy, 3.6 million billion 
kilometres away, which actually means I would be 
travelling at the speed of light,” he elaborates in 
his signature Buckinghamshire accent. “To travel 
at the speed of light, of course, time would be 
different for me than the people on earth. That 
would mean that I am from a different time zone 
– the future in fact, to perform my humour here 
on Earth.

“Having travelled close to the speed of light, in 
my galaxy time would go much more quickly. 
Which means all of my friends there, and indeed 
my wife, will be skeletons when I do return.” 
Despite this utterly tragic scenario, Paul will 
selflessly return in April for the Sydney Comedy 
Festival and he is on a mission.
“I want people to come to my show, attempt to 
analyse it, and then have nervous breakdowns. 
I’m about 71 per cent into that aim.” (CD)
Apr 25 & 27, The Comedy Store Sydney, The 
Entertainment Quarter, Moore Park, $27-31, 
(02) 9550-3666, ticketek.com.au

DON QUIXOTE

MACONDO’S CLOTHESLINE PAUL FOOT - KENNY LARCH IS DEAD
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“To the girl in tan boots who always gets on at St 
Leonards, you are my angel of the morning. My daily 
fix of heaven. Man in grey suit.”
Hannah is 32, slightly overweight and lives in 
Sydney with her cat, Cupid. Her daily trip to work 
by packed commuter train has her gripping MX 
magazine, searching the love messages for a hint 
that one may be intended for her. When Hannah’s 
attempts to find a connection 
through the Sydney dating scene 
lead to her disappearance, friends 
and family begin to question 
whether they may be partly 
accountable.
This quirky, heartfelt and funny 
play, written by award-winning 
playwright Tahli Corin and directed 
by Susanna Dowling, is a meditation 
on female invisibility and loneliness, 
with a distinctly Sydney flair.
“It’s very much a play set in Sydney, 
it feels absolutely of the city,” 
says Dowling. “[It’s about] feeling 
invisible in a city of four million 

people and about how we all feel invisible at some 
times.”
“It’s funny, but it’s also bittersweet,” she adds. With 
the promise of a little magic thrown in too, this play 
is not to be missed. (KM)
Mar 27-Apr 20, SBW Stables Theatre, 10 Nimrod 
Street, Kings Cross, $15-35, 02 9361 3817, www.
griffintheatre.com.au

We look on while acrobats perform in the neon-
red Spanish bull’s ring and listen to the Australian 
Opera and Ballet Orchestra play the Chorus of 
Soldiers from somewhere underneath. The Australian 
Opera’s production of Carmen is a floating stage on 
the Harbour of dreams. 
The time is the present 
and the place is one of 
an open-air theatre de-
luxe.  From the cushioned 
crate scat of an opera 
bar chair in an outdoor 
playhouse resplendent 
under a myriad of electric 
lights, we turn our eyes 
toward a formidably 
appointed stage. Bizet 
flows in the ripples of 
time longed between 
the many stagings of his 
passionate and much 
loved operatic tale. The 
show’s spotlight is on 
Milijana Nikolic, who 
gives a commanding and 

seductive performance as Carmen. Still drifting 
from chiffon party dresses, wild hair, square 
uniforms, trobadourian flags and a wind whiff of the 
vaudeville, I take with me Carmen for my everyday. 
(AS)
Until Apr 12, Sydney Harbour, Fleet Steps, 
Royal Botanic Garden, $79-325, (02) 9318 8300, 
opera-australia.org.au

It is three months to the day that overbearing 
Aussie family guy, Ron Patterson (Henri Szeps) has 
been told by his doctor that he’s terminally ill and 
he’s organised a family get-together to clear the air 
before his impending death.
What should be a magnanimous gesture of 
loving finality descends into a humorous night of 
family squabbles, jealousies and 
competition as urgent confessions 
and poignant and outrageous 
truths are revealed.
“Ron is such as great character 
to play because he’s blindly 
doing what he thinks is right,” 
says Henri Szeps, who played 
duplicitous dentist Robert Beare 
in the ABC’s comedy series 
Mother & Son.
Elizabeth Coleman’s play It’s My 
Party (And I’ll Die If I Want To) is 
still a pertinently dark comedy of 
modern-day, middle-class manners 
today, as when it was written 20 
years ago.
“It’s so tantalising for an audience 
to watch someone like Ron 

Patterson blatantly lying to himself about the 
way he lives his life. We can all identify with it in 
some way and it touches all of us subconsciously,” 
concludes Szeps of the dark Aussie comedy. (CN)
Apr 2 – 6, Riverside Theatre, Church and 
Market Streets, Parramatta, 8839 3399, $39- 56, 
riversideparramatta.com.au

The Sydney Impro Festival is back 
for its second big year at Bondi 
Pavilion. After the success of the 
inaugural run last year punters can 
once again enjoy all the festival has 
to offer - seven fun-filled shows 
over five nights.
On Location from The A Train 
creates an episode of a previously 
unreleased TV series all based on a 
location provided by the audience.
Tabloid Musical is a musical comedy 
crossed between Les Miz and 
Modern Family.
The Days Of The Bold & The 
Generally Restless is a soap opera 
that audiences will love and are 
unlikely to see again and there 
is plenty more entertainment to 
boot. All of them leading up to the 
exciting highlights of the festival, 
The (Scared) Scriptless Cup Grand Final where all of 
the finalists in the Cup come face to face for the 
ultimate comedy Grand Final and the Theatresports 
Cup Winners’ Cup where the champion teams from 
the Sydney University Challenge, The (Scared) Scriptless 

Cup, Kosher Theatresports, The Fresh Cranston Cup & 
The Theatresports High School Challenge duke it out 
in a glorious night of impro comedy at its best. (LL)
Apr 2-6, Bondi Pavilion, Queen Elizabeth 
Dr, Bondi Beach, $28, 1300 241 167, festival.
improaustralia.com.au

GIRL IN TAN BOOTS

CARMEN IT’S MY PARTY (AND I’LL DIE IF I WANT TO)

2ND ANNUAL SYDNEY IMPRO FESTIVAL

THEATRE & 
PERFORMANCE

LUMINOUS FLUX  The 
autumn equinox has just passed. 
Day and night are now in equal 
length. It’s the perfect time 
to celebrate both light and 
dark. Punters will be treated 
to Byron Perry’s premiere of 
Light Entertainment. “Byron is 
a really inventive and creative 
choreographer,” says Tasdance 
Artistic Director, Annie Greig. “He 
is playful and thoughtful at the 
same time. He actually uses the 
light as a key choreographic tool 
and that in itself is very clever and 
effective.” (ES)
Apr 5-6, Riverside Theatre, Church & 
Market St, Parramatta, $30-47, 8839 
3399, 
riversideparramatta.com.au
TRAPPED IN MYKONOS  
Agamemnon (Anthony Hunt) 
prepares to set sail for Troy to 
retrieve his love Helen, it seems 
his plight is condemned even by 
the gods, leaving him no wind 
to sail and trapped on Mykonos. 
There, the idyllic setting of the 
island becomes a physical and 

mental prison. Tensions grow as 
Agamemnon is forced to choose 
between his heart and his mind, 
culminating with the question: 
What makes a hero? (ATS)
Apr 4-13, Reginald Theatre, Seymour 
Centre, Cleveland Street and City 
Road, Chippendale, $35, 02 9351 
7940, seymourcentre.com
WARHORSE  etches itself in the 
memory. Sixteen-year-old Albert, 
leaves rural innocence to follow 
his beloved horse, Joey, to the 
agonies of World War One - the 
horrors of the western front are 
seen so disarmingly through the 
experiences of a horse. Evocative 
and surreal, the sparse sets allow 
scenes to flow with the speed 
of the audience’s imagination. 
Sketches projected above the 
stage become a floating cloud, a 
horizon or a barbed no mans land. 
Yet the genius is in these vast, 
magnificent horses that are so 
totally enthralling. From the first 
heaving breaths of Joey as a foal, 
it’s impossible to take your eyes 
off him. Human puppeteers soon 
fade into the background as these 
inanimate characters take life - 
pathos and exhilaration in equal 

parts. (GW)
Until May 12, Lyric Theatre, Pirrama 
Rd, Pyrmont, $89-135, 1300 795 26, 
ticketmaster.com.au 
PAUL SINGS   Depending on 
who you are, Paul McDermott is 
best known as a comedic genius, 
or as host of the extremely 
popular Good News Week 
program, or perhaps as member 
of musical-comedy masterminds, 
The Doug Anthony All Stars - there 
is no arguing that he is one of 
Australia’s most versatile and 
talented entertainers. Right now, 
he is getting ready to perform 
Paul Sings, as part of the Sydney 
Comedy Festival. The show will 
feature songs that were intended 
for television one-offs, as the title 
suggests, sung by Paul. (LL)
May 3, Enmore Theatre, 118-132 
Enmore Rd, Newtown, $37-39, 
(02) 9550 3666, ticketek.com.au
BOMBSHELLS   Written by 
acclaimed playwright Joanna 
Murray-Smith, BOMBSHELLS 
explores the inner-worlds of six 
very different characters and the 
many anxieties, fears and stresses 
of being a woman, with black 
humour and a script that cuts 

to the core. Murray-Smith has 
written a bombshell of a play, and 
Sharon Millerchip is no less than 
dazzling, making it one you will 
want to recommend to all of your 
friends. (LG)
Until Apr 13, Ensemble Theatre, 78 
McDougall Street, Kirribilli, $63, (02) 
9929 0644, ensemble.com.au
ONE MAN, TWO GUVNORS   
The story takes place in swinging 
60s Brighton and follows Francis 
Henshaw, a simple man seeking 
out employment under two bosses 
in order to satisfy his insatiable 
hunger for sandwiches. It mixes 
the best of British humour in a 
tale of love triangles and shady 
dealings. (HC)
Mar 30 - May 11, Sydney Theatre, 22 
Hickson Road, Walsh Bay, $75-105, 
02 9250 1777, 
sydneytheatre.com.au
DEAR EPSON  When Scottish 
comedian Danny Bhoy wrote a 
complaint letter to Epson about 
the price of their ink, he had 
no idea it would become the 
subject of his next show, which 
takes aim at everyone from large 
corporations to former teachers. 
Bhoy has built up a large Australian 
fan base, with several regional 

tours and released two live DVDs 
of his shows here. (AS)
Apr 23, 24, 26 & 27, State Theatre, 
49 Market Street, Sydney, $48, 
9373 6655, ticketmaster.com.au
STORIES I WANT TO TELL 
YOU IN PERSON   A psychic 
in New York City once told 
playwright Lally Katz that she was 
cursed so she gave them a lot of 
money to lift the curse. It was an 
odd experience that eventuated 
in the evolution of her one-
woman show. A truly personal, 
often revealing and very funny 
performance, it’s an intimate chat 
with Katz, as well as her first time 
centre stage. (LL)
Apr 19-May 19, Belvoir Street 
Theatre, 25 Belvoir St, Surry Hills, 
$45, 02 9699 3444, belvoir.com.au
RICHARD III  He kills his 
brother, seduces a widow over the 
ashes of her father-in-law, murders 
his friends, slaughters his nephews 
and lies, schemes and plots his way 
to the throne. This production is 
set in the 1940s and the cast and 
crew have recreated the period 
authentically with music, costumes 
and sets reflecting the era. It is a 
convincing, exciting show, which 
demonstrates the versatility of the 

company and the immortality of 
the bard. (LR)
Until Apr 20, The Genesian Theatre, 
420 Kent Street, Sydney, $27, 
1300 237 217, 
genesiantheatre.com.au
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Timber Homes
Pergolas and Decks

Timber Features Internal 
and External

Commercial Work
Maintenance

Timber Flooring
Shop Fit Outs

Internal Fit Outs

www.aristoncarpentryandbuilding.com.au
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Calling all artists to enter the

canvas supplied (12”x12” or 31cm) 

$20/$15 entry or postage + $5
Collect canvas from TAP Gallery: 45 Burton St. Darlinghurst

or supply your own unframed ( Must be 12”x12”)
enquiries: 9361 0440 | www.tapgallery.org.au

Deliver works to TAP by Sunday 13th May
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T H E  N A K E D  C I T Y

BY COFFIN ED, MISS DEATH & JAY KATZ

The recent trials and tribulations of 
the Annandale Hotel and its ongoing 
licensing problems have been well 
publicised. Thirty years ago, in a 
supposedly less enlightened time, the 
dispute between a similar pub and local 
council may well have been quickly 
settled with the discreet passage of one 
or two brown paper bags.

The image we have of Sydney in the 80s, 
coloured and often greatly distorted by 
the comic book portrayals of shows like 
Underbelly, suggest that these were the bad 
old days of endemic corruption and a system 
of under the counter patronage that linked 
everybody from the cop on the beat to the 
very Premier himself.
What few people seem to remember is 
that it was also a great time for live music 
and the  arts in general. Sure there were 
licensing laws and a licensing squad that could 
occasionally enforce with all the subtlety of a 
sledge hammer but more often a kind of cash 
sponsored laissez faire prevailed, much to the 
gratification of all involved.
Unlike today, Kings Cross in the 80s was 
awash with music venues, from grimey rock 
joints and discos to the very late night 
Paradise Club where jazz musicians jammed 
like crazy until the early morning. The coke 
barons often called the shots but these 
venues opened seven nights a week, invariably 
featured two or three bands a night and were 
the basis of a thriving music scene.
Elsewhere throughout Sydney the story was 
much the same and rules and regulations were 
easily avoided in the interest of having a good 
time, even if that meant packing six hundred 
punters into a venue licensed to hold only 
two hundred. Clubs like the Trade Union, the 
Graphic Arts and later Paddo RSL threw open 
their doors to wild and chaotic rock shows 
and local pubs, with their small back rooms, 

were the ideal venue for the band just starting 
out.
Letters such as OH&S and RSA were yet to 
become part of the vocabulary and the fun 
police were notably absent when some of the 
more bizarre manifestations of 80s culture 
took place. At Max’s in the Petersham Inn, 
a haven for the grungier side of the Sydney 
music scene, there was a popular band night 
labelled “Free Beer For Nudes”. Punters of 
both sexes were encouraged to strip totally 
naked and present themselves at the bar 
where they were dutifully rewarded with 
a middie. Slightly shocking in its day but all 
perfectly innocent when you look back with a 
certain degree or ardour.
However, imagine the stink if you attempted 
such a promotion in 2013 and the thought 
of punters disrobing at the Metro or the 
Annandale, just to get a free beer, is beyond 
imagination. Is it because we are simply more 
prudish today or have we been conditioned 
to think we are a lot more sophisticated and 
worldly?
And long before the big warehouse parties 
and rave scene of the 90s, Sydney in the 
80s was home to numerous so called illegal 
venues where Saturday night ”rent” parties 
were a regular occurrence complete with 
bands and an ample supply of opiates. Even 
hiring a council owned venue, “excusing” the 
caretaker for the night and running your own 
illegal bar was not out of the question.
Yes a number of the 80s music venues were 
run by gangsters and hard men, there was 
sometimes an unnecessary degree of violence 
on the part of heavy-handed bouncers, and it 
was harder to get drunk on watered down 
spirits – but the scene was alive and whilst the 
odd noise complaint was directed to council, 
these matters were quickly settled over a 
friendly drink and a handshake softened by 
the reassuring feel of a wad of fifty dollar bills. 
Rock on!

CORRUPTION FOR THE 
COMMON GOOD

Challenging the boundaries between body, self, and 
identity is a source of evidence and meaning in the 
recently published monograph on Melbourne-born, 
Sydney-based artist Deborah Kelly, titled Deborah Kelly &.
For artists like Kelly who seek new personae in their 
dreams, makeup kits, closets, peer into their mirrors 
to examine the effects of transformative art in public 
as well as in private, that state their point of view to 
undermine dominant images and attitudes about these 
subjects, the final products might resemble photographic 
portraiture; guerrilla art seen on billboards or 
distributed as postcards.
Kelly’s work resonates strikingly, not merely because 
of the recurring appearance of masks in her open 
participatory program at Artspace (Make More Monsters, 
2011), but the self has an affair that encourages 
participation to promote social change in what on many 
fronts are messages - both explicit and hidden - which 
help to shape our concepts of what is real and what 
is normal. They give us information about the sort of 
roles we are expected to play in society, contribute to 
our image of ourselves, to our expectations and to our 
fantasies. Make More Monsters is an ongoing project 
that explores the human body, sexuality and the animal 
kingdom.
The body, face included, is that part of us that is 
physically projected into the world. It precedes us into 
every social and political situation. It is what everyone 
else sees and thinks they know. The most basic questions 
about being human involve and sometimes confuse 
body, self and identity - a progression from protection 
to projection that is not necessarily an evolution. Yet 
the original meaning of the Anglo-Saxon and medieval 
German source words for the body was only “cask” or 
“tub for brewing,” from which emerged the concept of 
the body or flesh as mere shell for the soul. The soul, 
not the shell, was ripe for transformation and the origins 
were religious.
In the mid 2000s Kelly was commissioned by the 
Museum of Contemporary Art to produce a cross-
media work that considered the rise of religiosity in the 
public sphere.  BEWARE OF THE GOD included video 
billboards installed at train stations in the CBD, free 
stickers and postcards. The sentence “BEWARE OF 
THE GOD” was projected onto clouds over Sydney 
and consequently in Singapore. Australian art historian 
Patricia Simmons asserts in essay, Art, Irony and Sexual 
Politics; From ‘Hey, Hetero!’ to ‘The Miracles’, ’the dog’ is a 
phrase that endows a domestic animal with power and 
distinct identity but no personality: - The beamed words 
forcefully visualise this possibility, in the huge capital 
letters of an impersonal decree, disembodied, glowing so 
far away, disinterested in mere mortal doings.”
Identity is more often imposed or arrived at collectively, 
compressed between internal and external needs 
and demands. Aside from a ‘proper’ name, identity 
(class, race, gender, vocation, sexual, geographic, and 
religious preference) is both predetermined and an 
ideological choice. Projected identities are a group 
phenomenon. Self-transformation is an artist’s system 

[Yellow Tail] Presents Creatives Uncovered is a four-day 
hub of the fabulously inspired. A mash-up of events that 

celebrates all things artistic 
in this world and brings 
together talented creative-
types from the realms of 
art, design, photography, 
music and fashion fusion. The 
work on display from these 
emerging artists is bright, 
sexy eclectic and shows off 
their immense skills in each 
field.
One such artist is Lauren 

Monique, who majored in drawing from The College of 
Fine Arts. Sydney-based Monique produces a multitude 
of tonal drawings with charcoal as her medium of 
choice. Her current work explores the concept of 
‘woman’, where her understanding of fragility and 
delicacy has been obtained through her controlled use 
of tone and knowledge of form.
“I think it’s a great opportunity for people of creative 
minds to come together and share what they create 
and wish to bring to the attention of the public,” says 
Monique. “It’s really difficult for emerging artists like 
myself to catch a break and get some work out there.”
[Yellow Tail] Presents Creatives Uncovered is a quarterly 
event held in various locations and designed to be the 
ultimate showcase for raw talent. (LL)
Apr 4-6, M2 Gallery, 4/450 Elizabeth Street, Surry 
Hills, free, Chicpetiteevents@hotmail.com

MEANS TO AN ‘&’

[YELLOW TAIL] PRESENTS 
CREATIVES UNCOVERED

of signs and significations that are interpreted by the 
reader or viewer as taking place within the framework 
of imagination as opposed to reality. Many who have 
mastered self-transformation go unrecognised as artists. 
Kelly has no formal arts education and with all the implied 
formal channels, her visual literacy has contributed to the 
positive modes of production ‘&’ means of arts ‘&’ cultural 
representations that challenge society. Since 2001 Kelly 
has been part of boat-people.com, a group of art activists 
described on their webpage as being an “Australian art 
gang that make work about race, nation, borders and 
history.  A kind of ‘Kelly gang’”, that questions the White 
Australia Policy.  “How to unpack it, how to unpin it, as 
Kelly herself describes.”
Cherished fantasies and untold secrets are embodied 
in Kelly’s art personal catharsis and political catalysts. In 
collaborations it is ‘herself’ getting a grip on the subject 
‘itself’. The usual aids of self-definition, sex, age, talent, 
time, and space are merely tyrannical limitations on her 
freedom of choice. This is notable in her award winning 
collaborative series of artworks with Tina Fiveash, Hey, 
hetero! which was first exhibited in Australia in 2001, 
and is a series of six arranged images that point towards 
the rights and privileges of heterosexual couples. It has 
since been shown in public spaces internationally. The 
consciousness-raising value of presenting a choice of 
opposing images is not new however; Kelly’s parodies have 
a wryness that cuts far more effectively then the most 
able-bodied public campaign for social reform, as in this 
text example, “Hey, hetero! Get married, because you 
can!” Although she admits to the project’s failure, Kelly is in 
the process of helping a group of human rights activists in 
Skopje, the capital city of Macedonia, to translate the work 
that will be illuminated in bus shelters throughout the city 
later in the year. Her intention continues to enable the 
series of images to raise the viewer’s consciousness both 
to the interpretation of the visual language of the image 
and issue, while ensuring there is no ambiguity.
Deborah Kelly &, stems from work undertaken with 
Artspace ‘&’ at 51, Kelly’s collages and montages have 
carefully manipulated the volatile characters of a relativistic 
world.  “Something I really learnt through all of this 
working with people is that networks have to be made, 
of really true commitment to each other and ongoing 
affection, as well as political connection,” Kelly said. (AS)

Cover by Deborah Kelly, 2012

Self Portrait with Kawasaki Rose, 
‘I Am Woman’ series, Lauren 
Monique, 2011
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BRITISH INDIA - 
CONTROLLER 

British India’s 
Controller sees 
them attempt 
to broaden their 
melodic and 

stylistic range through shifts in mood 
and some interesting arrangement 
techniques. It works to an extent, 
however, they seem so focused on 
hooks and the melodic conventions 
that accentuate this, that after a 
while tracks just sound the same. The 
performance on the record packs as 
much power as their renowned live 
performances though Controller is a 
record of singles. This is in no way a bad 
thing, but just like a rich dessert you 
may end up having to pass going back 
for seconds or thirds. (IS)

THE NATURE 
STRIP - STARS 
TURN INSIDE 
OUT
The Nature 
Strip didn’t just 
materialise, this 
intergalactic style 

of pop rock crashed into being thanks 
to Peter Marley and John Encarnacao. 
They come together in a rambling 
holiday house in Currarong on the east 
coast, three hours south of Sydney to 
create songs like Tree-Foot High Sissy 
Bar, Sugar Crash & Beyond The Nether – 
the whimsical titles say it all. Lines like 
“Everything you need is inside you,” 
on Inside You is further proof of the 
starry-eyed, spacey optimism evidenced 
throughout the whole album - simple 
beats and jangly melody all over the 
place. (LL)

Jake Shimabukuro The 
Hawaiian born musician has 
gained unlikely attention for 
his virtuosic performances 
on the humble ukelele. 
The charismatic performer 
incorporates jazz, rock, 
blues and plenty of other 
styles into his playing 
and has been impressing 
audiences not just with his 
incredible technical ability 
on the tiny instrument but 
for his incredible presence 
and stage craft.
Thu, April 4th, The Basement

Bettye LaVette The 
soul singer has recently 
celebrated 50 years as a 
performer and while her 
voice is worn with all the 
stories she’s told over the 
years, it’s still powerful 
and capable of taking 
one’s breath away. The 
stalwart just released an 
autobiography chronicling 
her time in the music 
business and a new record 
titled Thoughtful N’ Thankful, 
consisting of tracks she 
recorded with Bob Dylan, 
The Black Keys, Tom Waits, 

Neil Young and Gnarls 
Barkley. Despite her age 
LaVette is showing no signs 
of slowing down.
Fri, April 5th, Factory Theatre
DZ Deathrays Hide 
your grandmothers, the 
Brisbane duo are bringing 
their cranium-crushing 
thrash-pop to Sydney. 11 
months have passed since 
releasing their distorted, 
carnage inducing debut LP 
Bloodstreams and they’ve 
supported Foo Fighters, 
The Killers and played 
Splendour In The Grass, 

Laneway, Reading and Leeds 
Festivals. The band is touring 
in support of the final 
single to be released from 
the LP Teenage Kickstarts, 
presumably before they 
head back to the studio to 
lay down more material 
that’ll haunt your dreams.
Sat, April 6th, Good God Small 
Club
Chris Isaak The American 
rock musician is taking part 
in this years Bluesfest and 
will be swinging through 
town to perform the long 
list of hits he’s accumulated 
in a music career that’s 

spanned more than 20 years. 
Whether it’s Wicked Game, 
Baby Did A Bad, Bad Thing or 
Somebody’s Crying, Isaak’s 
vocal style and ‘twang’ are 
instantly recognisable and 
you’d be hard pressed to 
find anyone that couldn’t 
sing along to one of his 
songs impromptu whenever 
they come on the radio.
Tues, April 9th, Enmore Theatre
Charlie A’Court The 
Canadian country blues 
singer/guitarist returns 
after a successful run of 
shows that coincided with 
last years Bluesfest where 

the talented songwriter 
touched audiences with 
his soulful performances. 
A’Court’s storytelling is 
deeply personal and his 
latest album Triumph & 
Disaster has recently won 
prizes at the East Coast 
Music Awards for best 
R&B/Soul recording and 
Blues recording of the year, 
including a cover of Sam 
Cooke’s classic A Change Is 
Gonna Come. 
Wed, April 10th, The Vanguard
(IS)

LIVE WIRE SYDNEY LIVE MUSIC GUIDE 

Ayahuasca: Welcome To 
the Work is the latest 
from Sydney-born 
singer-songwriter, Ben 
Lee. Ayahuasca, a South 
American medicinal 
plant also known as the 
“vine of souls” was the 
inspiration behind the 
new record.
“It’s a medicine that I’ve 
been working with over 
the last five or six years 
and it just had a very 
profound effect on me, 
and I wanted… [to] write 
love songs for it,” says 
Lee.
“You know when you 
have a very powerful 
experience and you 
want to give something 
back. My music was 
done with almost a 
devotional headspace, in 

an attempt to express the 
experiences that I’d had.”
On this new record, 
you’ll hear harrowing 
vocals, wistful, lulling 
chords buried in complex, 
ambient soundscapes – 
perfect for communal lie-
downs, which is what Lee 
has in mind for his string 
of live shows.
“They’re not really shows, 
they’re going to be 
meditations.
“There’ll be no stage; 
the musicians and the 
audience will be on 
the same level and 
we’re going to have an 
experience with the 
music… See if we can to 
go a new place together.” 
(SY)
Apr 11, Paddington 
United Church, 395 
Oxford St, Paddington, 
$35, myheartspace.com.au

“We did it for the first time last year and enjoyed 
it so much we thought we’d try it again,” says David 
Faulkner of the Hoodoo Gurus about the first ever 
Dig It Up! festival. The founder and frontman of the 
legendary Aussie rock group shares his excitement 
at being able to assemble some of the band’s 
favourite artists to perform alongside them at the 
festival that takes place in a series of venues along 
Enmore Road such as the Enmore Theatre, The 
Green Room, The Sly Fox and Mojos.
“Basically we just have a wish list of people we’d 
like to have on and [the promoters] makes it 
happen. They’re bands that are important to us or 
who we think are very influential. Blue Oyster Cult 
are a band that Radio Birdman named an album 
after and a lot of guitarists started by playing Blue 
Oyster Cult albums in their bedrooms.”
Alongside influential acts like the Gurus, Blue 
Oyster Cult, Buzzcocks and Tumbleweed the 
festival will feature fresh Sydney bands such as The 
Laurels, Bloods and Super Wild Horses.
“It’s not meant to be about nostalgia, the festival’s 
kind of about the essence of rock ‘n’ roll; it doesn’t 

matter what era it 
comes from.”
Apart from the group’s 
hits, Faulkner explains 
the motivation behind 
playing the seminal 
album Mars Needs 
Guitars! in its entirety.
“That was the album 
that defined me as a writer. I wanted to declare 
real feelings and emotions rather than fake ones for 
the sake of being amusing. It’s an album that really 
made us as a band and besides having some of our 
biggest hits on there, it was a bit of a watershed 
where we stated who we really were.”
So, after 28 years since that albums release and 
over 30 years since the band’s inception, how does 
Dave Faulkner feel about playing rock ‘n’ roll music?
“There’s a certain pure physical joy you get out 
of playing. Giving yourself away to music is such a 
freeing and fantastic feeling and that’s something 
that we don’t want to give up easily; it’s something 
we really enjoy- and we enjoy it as much as we 
ever did.” (IS)
Apr 21, Enmore Theatre (and surrounds), 118-132 
Enmore Rd, Newtown, $117-168, (02) 9550 3666, 
ticketek.com.au

BEN LEE DIG IT UP!

Hoodoo Gurus
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Welcome to a world finally free 
of war, pollution and disease. Oh, 
and humans.
Based on the novel from 
worldwide bestselling author 
Stephenie Meyer (Twilight Saga), 
The Host envisages a future in 
which an unseen alien race called 
‘Souls’ have taken over not just 
the earth, but the bodies and 
minds of all humans. Academy 
Award nominee Saoirse Ronan 
(Hanna, The Lovely Bones) plays 
strong-willed Melanie Stryder, 
one of the few remaining 

survivors. During Melanie’s 
efforts to find her 11-year old 
runaway brother Jamie (Chandler 
Canterbury) and her love-struck 
boyfriend Jared (Max Irons), 
she is captured and implanted 
with a ‘Soul’ named Wanderer. A 
(sometimes catty and amusing) 
battle of persuasion to find and 
secure the safety of Jared and 
Jamie ensues, which carries an 
otherwise mediocre plot along 
with a bit of good humour. (BH)
WW½

For fans of the 1998 Gwyneth 
Paltrow/Ethan Hawke Great 
Expectations, the latest update 
from Director Mike Newell may 
seem unnecessary. For those 
that like their film adaptations 
a little closer to their books, 
however, the Jeremy Irvine/
Holliday Grainger offering will 
be a refreshing change. The 
young stars deliver a faithful 
rendition of Dickens’ classic 
tale – Grainger in particular 
embodying Estella’s strange 
and contradictory nature, the 
vulnerable ice queen, vindictive 
yet regretful. The real highlight 
of the film – unsurprisingly for 

her fans – is Helena Bonham 
Carter’s Miss Havisham; just 
the right balance of malicious 
and pathetic. Likewise, Fiennes’ 
Magwitch walks the fine line 
between the gruff diamond in 
the rough and the more complex 
portrait of a man desperate for 
redemption. The latest version of 
this timeless novel is anchored 
by these key performances. 
Set in its original era, and 
beautifully shot, it will please 
fans of Dickens, while still pulling 
enough punches to entertain 
audiences less familiar with the 
book. (KB) WWW½

The Croods follows the 
prehistoric adventures of the 
world’s first family when they 
are forced to leave the safety of 
their cave and venture out into 
the fantastical world around 
them with the help of a stranger 
simply named ‘Guy’. Dreamworks 
has delivered yet another top-
notch animation featuring the 

talented voices of Nicolas Cage 
(perfect as the gruff patriarch 
of the family), Emma Stone and 
Ryan Reynolds. A simple plot 
with some hilarious payoffs 
makes this a fun film for the 
whole family. This is also one of 
those times when it is worth 
giving the 3D version a go. (LL)
 WWW

A GOOD DAY TO DIE HARD   
There may be a few more lines on 
his face and the battered white 
vest has been replaced with an 
age-appropriate t-shirt, but he 
is still one of the best action 
heroes onscreen. Bruce Willis 
has returned as John McClane, 
this time he is in Russia to help 
his seemingly wayward son, Jack, 
out of a pickle. It is the same 
formula, over-the-top action and 
famous one-liners but this time 
with much better special effects. 
Yippee Ki-Yay! (LL) WWWW

FIRST POSITION   This one ballet 
film not to miss. Bess Kargman’s 
award-winning documentary 
follows the journey of six young 
dancers as they train for the 
Youth America Grand Prix, a 
worldwide ballet competition. 
It’s a golden ticket to the world 
of professional dance if you 
do well. (SP)  WWWW

SLEEPWALK WITH ME  As Matt 
Pandamiglio (Mike Birbiglia) 
struggles to come to terms with 
his failings as both a comedian 
and committed partner to 
his long-term girlfriend Abby 

(Lauren Ambrose), he begins 
to have sleepwalking episodes, 
which are as frightening as they 
are funny. (KM)   WWW½

SILENCE IN THE HOUSE OF 
GOD  In this powerful film, Oscar-
winning director Alex Gibney 
(Enron), details the astonishing 
cover-up of the widespread and 
systematic abuse of children by 
Catholic priests. Gibney goes on 
to trace the wider conspiracy all 
the way to the Vatican, where the 
former pontiff was on permanent 
damage control. A potent and 
edifying story, and one that 
needs to be told at a time when 
over a billion Roman Catholics 
worldwide herald a new Pope. 
Essential viewing for people of 
all faiths. (RF) WWWW½

THE INCREDIBLE BURT 
WONDERSTONE   It is an 
exciting prospect to see Steve 
Carell, Jim Carrey and Steve 
Buscemi work together on 
a film. There are plenty of 
chuckle moments, which include 
ridiculous costumes, ludicrous 
magic acts and over-the-
top pompous behaviour to 

make this a comedy worth 
seeing. (LL) WWW

JACK THE GIANT SLAYER  
Everyone knows the story of 
Jack and the Beanstalk. This time 
the ancient war between humans 
and giants is re-ignited when 
humble Jack (Nicholas Hoult) 
accidentally grows a beanstalk. His 
motivation for taking to the skies 
is spurred by Princess Isabelle 
(Eleanor Tomlinson), an adventure-
seeking damsel in distress who is 
carried into the heavens by the 
fast-expanding foliage. Decent 
special effects but a lacklustre 
use of the 3D dimension lets 
proceedings down (LL)  WWW

GODDESS  This Australian semi-
musical production is ambitious, 
fun and has its quality moments. 
Stage star Laura Michelle Kelly 
(The Sound of Music, Wicked) is 
a superb lead whose musical 
background carries the film. 
She plays Elspeth Dickens, a 
stay-at-home mother, who 
communicates online with the 
outside world via her ‘kitchen 

SIDE EFFECTS  An unsettling 
psychological thriller that examines 
the accountability of a crime 
committed under the influence 
of anti-depressants. A cleverly 
plotted who-dunnit that will make 
you question your next visit to 
the quack. (KM) WWWW

BROKEN CITY  With a pulsing 
soundtrack and a brooding 
cinematographer’s palette, New 
York City becomes a Broken City. 
Starring Mark Wahlberg and 
Russell Crowe, this drama with a 
touch of action is a typical good 
guy/bad guy conspiracy-fest. solid 
enough as long as expectations 
aren’t high. (LL)   WW½

AMOUR is simply a study in 
love; and in true Michael Haneke 
style, there is nothing trite or 
sentimental about it. We meet 
the elderly lovers just before one 
of them finds their faculties have 
become severely tested. Amour 
cuts deep through heartache 
and bonds of blood and while it 
doesn’t wallow, it can be felt as a 
piece of endurance art. Brilliant 
and courageous! (DZ) WWWW

BARBARA It’s 1980. An East 
German paediatric surgeon (Nina 
Hoss) has been banished to a 
provincial hospital for applying 
for an exit visa. Under rigorous 
surveillance and suffering frequent 
harassment, she is aloof but 
professional at work, trusting 
no-one, especially not her boss 
Andre (Ronald Zehrfeld) who, 
although possessing a caring 
manner and an appreciation of 
her expertise, openly admits he 
must make security reports on 
her. The suspense is lacklustre 
at times, and some scenes seem 
repetitive. (CC)  WWW

I GIVE IT A YEAR  is not your 
typical rom-com. It follows Nat 
(Rose Byrne) and Josh (Rafe Spall), 
as they traverse what is universally 
known as the most difficult part 
of marriage – the first year.  The 
relationship becomes hard to 
sustain with the appearance of 
good-looking clients and ex-lovers 
weaving their way in and out of Nat 
and Josh’s lives. Clichés are kept to 
a minimum and Stephen Merchant 
steals the show with his comedic 
timing. Wildly inappropriate, 
it’s packed with cringe-worthy 
hilarity. (SY) WWW½

songs’ videos. Of course, the 
Goddess videos become viral and 
Dickens has a whirlwind experience 
of fame in Sydney. (SP)  WW½

THE LONELIEST PLANET  tells 
the story of young couple Alex 
(Gael García Bernal) and Nica 
(Hani Furstenburg), the soon 
to be married pair spend the 
summer trekking around the 
Caucasus Mountains of Georgia. 
Suddenly, the blissful certainty of 
Alex and Nica’s relationship is 
turned on its head following an 
unexpected event. There is an 
appealing softness in the light of 
the cinematography, the Georgian 
backdrop is gorgeous, and all roles 
are beautifully performed. However, 
the slow unfurling of the plot may 
not be for everyone. (HC)  WW½

OZ THE GREAT & POWERFUL  In 
Disney’s prequel to The Wizard 
of Oz, an egocentric magician 
is transported to a fantastical 
realm where it is prophesied 
he will vanquish a wicked witch. 
Intoxicating visuals, camp humour 
and a kitsch aesthetic fail to 
mask a half-baked plot low on 
dramatic tension. (JH)  WW½

THE HOST GREAT 
EXPECTATIONS

THE CROODS
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F R E E W I L L A S T R O L O G Y
by Rob bRezsny

aARIES (March 21-April 19):  
”Art cannot be modern,” 

said Austrian painter egon 
schiele. “Art is primordially 
eternal.” I love that idea. not all 
of the artifacts called “art” fit that 
scrupulous definition, of course. 
Katy Perry’s music and the film 
*Wreck It Ralph* may have some 
entertainment value, but they’re 
not primordially eternal. I bring 
this up, Aries, because I think 
you have entered a particularly 
wild and timeless phase of your 
own development. Whether or 
not you are literally an artist, you 
have a mandate to create your 
life story as a primordially eternal 
work of art.

bTAURUS (April 20-May 20): ”All 
my best ideas come from 

having no answer,” said pioneer 
filmmaker John Cassavetes, 
“from not knowing.” I hope that 
testimony cheers you up, Taurus. 
As hard as it may be for you to 
imagine, you are on the verge 
of a breakthrough. As you surf 
the chaotic flow and monitor 
the confusing hubbub, you are 
brewing the perfect conditions 
for an outburst of creativity. 
Rejoice in the blessing of not 
knowing!

C GEMINI (May 21-June 20): 
*sant* is a Hindi word that 

comes from a sanskrit verb 
meaning “to be good” and “to 
be real.” Personally, I know a lot 
of people who are either real or 
good. but few are both. The good 
ones tend to be overly polite, 
and the real ones don’t put a 
high priority on being nice. so 
here’s your assignment, Gemini: 
to be good and real; to have 
compassionate intentions even 
as you conduct yourself with a 
high degree of authenticity; to 
bestow blessings everywhere 
you go while at the same time 
being honest and clear and deep. 
According to my reading of the 
astrological omens, you have the 
power to pull off this strenuous 
feat.

d CANCER (June 21-July 22):  
Let’s take a look back at 

the first three months of 2013. 
How have you been doing? If I’m 
reading the astrological markers 
accurately, you have jettisoned a 
portion of the psychic gunk that 
had accumulated in you during 
the past six years. you have 
partially redeemed the shadowy 
side of your nature and you have 
to some degree ripened the most 
immature part. There’s also the 
matter of your heart. you have 
managed some healing of a 
wound that had festered there 
for a long time. so here’s my 
question for you: Is it possible 
for you to do more of this 
good work? The target date for 
completion is your birthday.

e LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): 
naturalist Charles Darwin 

formulated the theory of 
evolution, which has been one 
of history’s most influential 
hypotheses. A crucial event 
in his early development as a 
scientist was a five-year boat 
trip he took around the world 
when he was in his twenties. 
The research he conducted 
along the way seeded many of 
his unique ideas. The writing he 
did established his reputation 
as a noteworthy author. And yet 
before his journey, his father tried 
to talk him out of embarking, 
calling it a “wild scheme” and “a 
useless undertaking.” Did your 
parents or other authorities ever 
have a similar response to one 
of your brilliant projects? If so, 
now would be a good time to 
heal the wound caused by their 
opposition.

f VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): 
I’ve got three sets of 

affirmations for you, Virgo. 
say them out loud and see 
if they might work for you. 
1. “I will be engrossed in 
fascinating experiences that 
feed my curiosity, but I will 
not be obsessed with grueling 
frustrations that drain my 
energy.” 2. “I will be committed 
to love if it opens my eyes 
and heart, but I will not be 
infatuated with maddening 
conundrums that jiggle my 
fear.” 3. “I will give myself 
freely to learning opportunities 
that offer me valuable lessons 
I can use to improve my life, 
but I will be skeptical toward 
rough-edged tests that ask far 
more from me than they offer in 
return.”

g LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): 
“Pole of inaccessibility” 

is a term that explorers use to 
identify places on the earth 
that are hard -- and interesting! 
-- to get to. on each continent, 
it’s usually considered to be 
the spot that’s farthest from the 
coastline. For instance, there’s 
a pole of inaccessibility near 
the frozen center of Antarctica. 
Its elevation is over 12,000 
feet and it has the planet’s 
coldest average temperatures. 
As for the oceanic pole of 
inaccessibility, it’s an area in 
the south Pacific that’s most 
remote from land. by my 
reckoning, Libra, you would 
benefit from identifying what 
your own personal version of 
this point is, whether it’s literal 
or metaphorical. I think it’s also 
a great time to transform your 
relationship with it. 

h SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
every April, the ancient 

Romans celebrated a festival 
known as Robigalia. Among 
the rites they performed were 
ceremonies to exorcize the god 
of rust and mildew. I suggest 
you consider reviving that old 
practice, scorpio. you would 
benefit from spending a few 
days waging war against 
insidious rot. you could start 
by scrubbing away all the 
sludge, scum, and gunk from 
your home, car, and workplace. 
next, make a similar effort on 
a metaphorical level. scour the 
muck, glop, and grime out of 
your psyche.

i SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 
21): “you know that place 

between sleep and awake, 
the place where you can still 
remember dreaming? That’s 
where I’ll always love you. That’s 
where I’ll be waiting.” Tinkerbell 
says that to Peter Pan in J.M. 
barrie’s famous story. sometime 
soon, I think you should whisper 
words like those to a person or 
animal you love. It’s time for you 
to be as romantic and lyrical as 
possible. you need to bestow 
and attract the nourishment 
that comes from expressing 
extravagant tenderness. For 
even better results, add this 
sweetness from French poet 
Paul Valéry: “I am what is 
changing secretly in you.” 
And try this beauty from Walt 
Whitman: “We were together. I 
forget the rest.”

j CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 
19): naturalist John Muir 

(1838-1914) had an ecstatic 
relationship with the California 
wilderness. He studied it as a 
scientist and he worshiped it 
as a mystical devotee. During 
the course of his communion 
with the glaciers and peaks of 
the sierra nevada mountains, 
he came close to seeing 
them as living entities that 
evolved over long periods 
of time. “Glaciers move in 
tides,” he wrote. “so do 
mountains. so do all things.” 
With Muir as your inspiration, 
I invite you to identify the 
very gradual currents and 
tides that have flowed for 
years through your own life, 
Capricorn. It’s prime time to 
deepen your understanding 
and appreciation of the big, 
slow-moving cycles that have 
brought you to where you are 
today.

k AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 
18): American author 

William Faulkner won a 
nobel Prize for literature, 
an indication that he had 
abundant talent. The prose he 
wrote was often experimental, 
cerebral, and complex. He 
was once asked what he 
would say to readers who 
found it difficult to grasp his 
meaning “even after reading 
it two or three times.” His 
reply: “Read it four times.” 
My counsel to you, Aquarius, 
is similar. When faced with 
a challenging event or 
situation that taxes your 
understanding, keep working 
to understand it even past 
the point where you would 
normally quit. There will be 
rewards, I promise.

l PISCES (Feb. 19-March 
20): ”Dear Rob: I just 

consulted an astrologer, and 
he told me that my planets 
are very weak because 
they’re in the wrong houses 
and have bad aspects. Please 
tell me what this means. Am 
I cursed? Is there any way 
to remedy my afflictions? 
- Paranoid Pisces.” Dear 
Pisces: Whoever told you that 
nonsense is an incompetent 
astrologer. you shouldn’t 
heed him. There’s no such 
thing as one’s planets 
being weak or being in the 
wrong houses or having 
bad aspects. There may be 
challenges, but those are 
also opportunities. Luckily, 
the coming weeks will be 
prime time for you Pisceans 
to overthrow the influence 
of inept “experts” and 
irresponsible authorities like 
him. Reclaim your power to 
define your own fate from 
anyone who has stolen it from 
you. Homework: Imagine a 
bedtime story you’d like to 
hear and the person you’d 
like to hear it from. Testify at 
Freewillastrology.com.

HOMEwORk: Describe what 
you’d be like if you were the 
opposite of yourself. Write 
Freewillastrology.com



NEwS
Help catch a dumper

Alarming CCTV footage shows a truck travelling 
on Wattle Lane, Ultimo, with its tipping tray up 
and the rear tray gate swinging open, spilling 
tonnes of asbestos into the roadway as it passes 
over two speed bumps installed to protect pre-
school children. Parents who arrived to pick up 
their children after the spill inadvertently drove 
over the asbestos material.
The incident happened around 4pm on Friday 
14 December. The City of sydney is appealing 
for help from the public in identifying the truck 
driver. Cameras captured the truck driver doing 
a lookout drive-past of the site with the tray in 
place. A piece of cloth was tied over the truck’s 
license plate, hiding the number.
The truck is a white Daihatsu Delta with visible 
scratches on the tray and door on the driver’s 
side. The truck is fitted with a non-standard bar 
that has been welded across the top of the tip 
tray and the frame of the tip tray has a large crack 
near the driver’s door when the tray is down.
After a passer-by raised the alarm, the site was 
sealed off. The City sent toxic waste specialists to 
clean-up the scene (costing more than $13,000), 
and experts gave it the all clear two days later. 
The City launched its investigation immediately 
after the clean-up. Anyone with information on the 
truck is asked to contact the City on 
02 9265 9333 or by email on 
council@cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au

Green finance to power Broadway site
Four thousand future residents of the Central Park 
development being built on the former Carlton & 
United breweries (CUb) site will be supplied with 
low-carbon thermal energy under an innovative 
new green finance agreement signed with the City 
of sydney.
The gas-powered trigeneration plant that aims 
to slash carbon emissions at the broadway 

development will cost $26.5 million, with 
cooperation between the City, a fund manager 
and the developers. 
 “This is the first environmental upgrade 
agreement the City has signed, but hopefully 
we will soon be part of many more of these 
voluntary agreements, delivering great results 
for business and for the community,” said 
Lord Mayor Clover Moore. Work on the new 
trigeneration energy system is now underway. 
environmental consultants WsP Group 
calculate that 
Central Park’s 
two megawatt 
plant could 
reduce 
greenhouse 
gas emissions 
by 190,000 
tonnes over 
the 25 year design life of the plant. This has 
the same effect on combating greenhouse gas 
emissions as removing 2,500 cars from roads 
every year for 25 years.

Finding your software solution
When it comes to software, sMes are 
particularly sensitive to cost. small businesses 
may face challenges around software selection, 
and spend countless hours researching what 

tools are right for 
their business 
needs.
At the next Let’s 
Talk business 
event, online 
Tools to boost 
your Productivity 

and Profit, you’ll hear from the experts. Learn 
from Larry bloch, successful entrepreneur and 
Ceo of netregistry, Carlos Mora, Collaboration 
Principal at salesforce, and balachander 
Ganesh, Research Lead from silicon Valley 
start Up Credii. 
Tuesday 16 April, 6 to 8:30 pm, 
sydney Town Hall
Cost: $55 including drinks and canapés.

Culture and creativity in the City
The City of sydney’s first cultural policy is being 
developed to ensure its assets are being put 

to best use, enough of the right activities are 
offered, and to help local cultural and creative 
communities to flourish. Council has endorsed 
the Creative City Cultural Policy Discussion 
Paper and now wants sydneysiders to play an 
active role by sharing their ideas. 
The City already invests more than $34 million 
each year, including free public events, libraries, 
public art, grant programs and sponsorship of 
the city’s major arts festivals.
Creative industries are a fast-growing sector, 
contributing an estimated $8.2 billion to the 
City’s economy in 2012 and expected to 
account for $14.9 billion of the gross domestic 
product by 2030.
The last Census in 2011 showed more than 
32,000 people working in creative fields in inner 
city sydney, an increase of 22.2 per cent since 
2006. A cultural policy would ensure these 
industries continue to grow by providing a clear 
framework for goals and ways the City can 
achieve and measure them.
The consultation period for the Creative City 
Cultural Policy Discussion Paper ends on 
31 May.
To share your ideas, visit: 
sydneyyoursay.com.au

EVENTS
Green Villages: What’s Eating My Basil?
A natural pest management workshop on 
7 April 10 am to 12:30 pm at the Ultimo 
Community Centre (40 William Henry st) will 

explore how to 
organically manage 
garden pests by 
attracting the good 
bugs and healthy 

gardening practices. Learn how to choose the 
right plants for your garden and the season 
in this hands-on workshop. Free, bookings 
essential, greenvillages.com.au/upcoming-
workshops. 

Elysium Antarctic Visual Epic 
13 April - 11 August 2013
In 2010 a team of explorers comprising 
of wildlife 
photographers, 
filmmakers and 
scientists embarked 
on an expedition 
from the Antarctic 
Peninsula to south Georgia. The expedition 
loosely followed the footstep of sir ernest 
shackleton and his crew travelled after they 
lost the endurance in 1915.This stunning visual 
documentation of the expedition captures 
life above and below the ice, the fauna and 
flora, glaciers, and the magnificent land and 
seascapes of this great wilderness. This is 
elysium’s inaugural exhibition. For details, visit 
anmm.gov.au

Seal at the Star
seal, the british soul, 
singer-songwriter, has 
won numerous music 
awards throughout 
his career, including 
three brit Awards, 
five Grammy Awards, and an MTV Video Music 
Award. He has sold more than 20 million albums 
worldwide. His eighth studio album “soul 2” 
pays homage to what has become known in his 
home country as “northern soul” and evokes 
the spirit of such ‘70s musical giants as Marvin 
Gaye and Teddy Pendergrass. 
The star event Centre, 28 April at 8 pm. For 
more, visit star.com.au

PYRMONT FESTIVAL 
OF wINE, FOOD & ART 
17 to 26 MAY 2013 - 10 days 
celebrating the best in wine, food 
and art from Pyrmont and the 
Mudgee Region

IGA on board 
supa IGA 
Pyrmont “How 
the locals like it” 
returns for the second year as a major sponsor 
of the Pyrmont Festival. “The Pyrmont Ultimo 
Chamber of Commerce welcomes working with 
IGA, who know ‘how the locals like it’,” said 
Lawrence Gibbons, the Chamber’s president. 
“The Chamber prides itself on supporting local 
businesses, and is proud of the alliance with 
Mudgee, whose wineries are primarily locally 
owned and operated. 
“The Pyrmont Festival is about supporting and 
promoting local businesses, which are good for 

the economy and good for the environment,” 
said Gibbons. “IGA is locally owned, as are 
most Mudgee wineries, some family-run. Local, 
local, local.” The Pyrmont Ultimo Chamber of 
Commerce and the City of sydney are among 
others sponsoring the Festival. 

Exciting dining 
Gear up for some exciting 
dining during the Festival 
from May 17 to 26 as a huge 
variety of local restaurants 
and venues from sydney’s 
premier dining precinct 
team up with Mudgee 
Region wineries to present 
a fabulous range of breakfasts, lunches, dinners, 
concerts and tasting opportunities.
Throughout the Festival it’s a gourmand’s 
dream with everything from a bubbly breakfast 
at Doltone House on Darling Harbour Wharf 
waterside lunches at Ripples on sydney Wharf, 
wine tasting & live music at The sydney Heritage 
Fleet on Wharf 7, wine and cheese tastings at 
yots in the Australian national Maritime Museum, 
and the best from sydney’s up and coming 
hospitality stars with dinner at TAFe’s The 
Apprentice. 
The Pyrmont Festival is your chance to see 

the latest releases from 
premium Mudgee wineries 
including Lowe Wines, The 
Robert stein Vineyard, and 
Huntington estate, organic 
wines from botobolar, 
or something new from 

smaller boutique wineries like optimiste, Quilty 
and short sheep Wines.  
And if that’s not enough to stimulate your senses, 
try Mudgee Region wine tastings throughout the 
Pyrmont Festival at local bottle shops including 
Red bottle and Porters Liquor on Harris street 
or Fisherman’s Fine Wines at the sydney Fish 
Market.
Pyrmont Festival will showcase the local culinary 
talents of Pyrmont restaurants, including Cafe 
Morso, blue eye Dragon, Pyrama, barzini, 
signorelli Gastronomia, Ripples on sydney Wharf, 
and newcomers for 2013 include the sensational 
Flying Fish and the new Hotel 1888 and yots 
at the Australian national Maritime Museum, 
matched with Mudgee’s wonderful array of 
winemakers. To get involved, contact the festival 
producer on 0410 338 331 or 
margot@eventproject.com.au

Barnardos charity joins the Festival

busking for barnardos is one of this charities 
signature fundraising events and has attracted 
great crowds of families with children to events. 
barnardos works with local music schools and 
recruits a number of children and young people 
who want to busk to raise money for barnardos 
Australia. Throughout the year, busking for 
barnardos hits stages, malls and community fairs 

across nsW, featuring a brilliant array of local 
bands and individual musicians, dancers, actors, 
magicians and other performers. For more, go to  
www.barnardos.org.au 

Art Prize exhibit and 
sale: call for artists
Pyrmont Festival will feature 
the 7th annual Pyrmont Art 
Prize in Pirrama Park on 
sunday 19 May and curator 
Lesley Dimmick of Tap 
Gallery is calling for artists 
to participate. All artists 
are invited to enter the art prize, whether they 
are well known or not, and artists are invited to 
create an art piece for public display and sale. 
This popular art event has been well attended by 
the community in past years, and many beautiful, 
original artworks may be purchased on the day.
The theme of the art show is sMALL Is 
beAUTIFUL. All artworks must be 12’x12’ in 
size and canvases can be picked up from TAP 
Gallery, 278 Palmer st Darlinghurst. The entry fee 
of $20/$15 concession includes a canvas (+ $5 
for postage, if you want it sent to you). you can 
supply your own canvas, however it must be 12’ 
x 12’ for display purposes at the entry fee is the 
same. 
 enquiries: Lesley Dimmick, Tap Art Gallery, 
02 9361 0440, info@tapgallery.org.au, 
www.tapgallery.org.au

For the full Festival program, 
see www.pyrmontfestival.com.au 
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